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Elliptic stable envelope for Hilbert scheme of points
in the plane
Andrey Smirnov
Abstract
We find an explicit formula for the elliptic stable envelope in the case of the
Hilbert scheme of points on a complex plane. The formula has a structure of a
sum over trees in Young diagrams. In the limit we obtain the formulas for the
stable envelope in equivariant K-theory (with arbitrary slope) and equivariant
cohomology.
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1 Introduction
1.1
The theory of stable envelopes was originated in [18] and is playing an increasingly
important role in geometric representation theory and enumerative geometry. It
would be no exaggeration to say that stable envelopes are at the heart of many
important representation theoretical constructions developed over the past few years.
Even before the term “stable envelope” was coined, this object already mani-
fested itself under different names in sometimes unrelated areas of mathematics. For
instance, the theory of canonical bases, the so called off-shell Bethe vectors [3, 30, 16]
(which are the main object of investigation in the theory of the quantum integrable
systems), weight functions for integral solutions of qKZ equations [33] are now un-
derstood as different incarnations of stable envelopes. Stable envelopes also appear
as partition functions of integrable lattice models [13] and play important role in enu-
merative geometry [26]. The transition functions between elliptic stable envelopes
corresponding to different chambers provide the so called quantum dynamical elliptic
R-matrices. In particular, the formulas of this paper provide the elliptic dynamical
version of the instanton R-matrix studied in [37, 36]. Though this list of names and
applications can be extended, we believe that it is large enough to underline the
importance of the object.
1.2
The elliptic version of stable envelopes was recently defined in [2] for a class of
symplectic varieties known as Nakajima quiver varieties [21, 22]. Conjecturally, this
construction admits generalization to an arbitrary symplectic resolution. Though the
definition of elliptic stable envelope is pretty abstract, [2] also contains an abelian-
ization procedure for computing it explicitly. This procedure works well in a very
special case, when the abelianization of a fixed point is zero-dimensional. In par-
ticular, all known explicit examples of elliptic stable envelopes correspond to this
case. These are hypertoric varieties and cotangent bundles to partial flag varieties of
An-type [33, 15, 14]. In fact, for cotangent bundles of flag varieties they were known
for more than 20 years under the name of elliptic weight functions for solutions of
qKZ equations for gln. An example of the elliptic stable envelope outside of this
short list is considered in the present paper for the first time.
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1.3
The goal of this paper is to provide an explicit combinatorial description of the
stable envelope for the Hilbert scheme of n points in C2. In this case the fixed
points (of a torus acting on the Hilbert scheme by automorphisms) are labeled by
Young diagrams λ with n boxes. The abelianization of a fixed point λ is a non-trivial
hypertoric variety AHλ and the abelianization procedure of [2] becomes ambiguous.
In this article we consider an auxiliary torus C× acting onAHλ. We will describe
a special subset in the finite set of fixed points AHC
×
λ , which is labeled by trees in
the Young diagram λ. An example of such a tree can be found on the title page of
this article. Our main result - Theorem 4 gives an explicit combinatorial formula for
the elliptic stable envelope of a fixed point λ as a sum of certain elliptic weights of
trees in λ.
Let us note that the appearance of the sum over trees in Young diagrams is a
special feature of the elliptic case. The formulas for cohomological stable envelope
for the Hilbert scheme were obtained by D. Shenfeld in [35]. In Section 10 we show
that in the cohomological limit the sum over trees trivializes (Proposition 14) and
our result reduces to the Shenfeld’s formula.
We note that our result can be generalized in a straightforward way to Nakajima
varieties associated with cyclic quivers. We believe that a similar construction of
elliptic stable envelopes exists for an arbitrary Nakajima variety. We hope that the
results of this article are only a first step in this direction.
1.4
Nakajima quiver varieties have a physical interpretation as moduli spaces of vacua,
also known as Higgs branch of certain 3d supersymmetric gauge theories with N = 4
supersymmetry, see [1] for discussion. Theories of this kind come in pairs, which are
related by important duality known as 3d-mirror symmetry or symplectic duality.
The Higgs branch of the dual theory X∨ conjecturally coincides with the Coulomb
branch of the original one. In particular, the 3d-mirror symmetry acts by permuting
the Higgs and Coulomb branches and exchanging the roles of equivariant and Ka¨hler
parameters of the dual theories.
The new, and the most important feature of the elliptic stable envelope, com-
pared to its cohomological and K-theoretic versions, is that it depends on the set
of equivariant and Ka¨hler parameters in a uniform way. This makes the elliptic
stable envelope the most natural tool for mathematical description of the 3d-mirror
symmetry. This circle of ideas was recently outlined by A.Okounkov in his talk
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“Enumerative symplectic duality” at MSRI workshop Structures in Enumerative
Geometry in April 2018.
In particular, the case of the Hilbert scheme X = H which we consider in this
paper is arguably the most important example of symplectic space which is selfdual :
H = H∨.
The ideas of 3d-mirror symmetry imply that our formula for the elliptic stable en-
velope has a very deep, internal symmetry exchanging the equivariant parameter a
with the Ka¨hler parameter z.
The examples of 3d-mirror symmetry for elliptic stable envelopes (which were not
yet available at the time of the first release of this paper) can be found in [31, 32].
In particular, the case of cotangent bundles over complete flag varieties of An type
[32] is another interesting example of 3d-selfdual symplectic variety.
We hope that the results of this paper can provide a good tool for testing and
proving new results motivated by 3d-mirror conjecture, in particular, in applications
to theory of know invariants [4].
1.5
This paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we recall basic facts about
Nakajima quiver varieties and the elliptic stable envelopes.
In Section 3 we define the Hilbert scheme H and recall its description as a
Nakajima variety (ADHM construction).
In Section 4 we describe a combinatorial formula for the elliptic stable envelope
for H . Our main result is formulated in Theorem 4.
The following four technical sections are to prove Theorem 4.
The last two sections are specializations of our main result to the cases of K-
theory and cohomology. In particular, Section 9 contains an explicit expression of
equivariant K-theoretic stable envelope for arbitrary slope parameter, see Theorem
8. We also describe the set of walls in the space of slopes in Theorem 9. In the last
Section 10 we show that in cohomology case our formula possess a new feature: the
sum over trees can be evaluated explicitly and the formula for stable envelope can be
further simplified. We show that this simplified expression coincides precisely with
the cohomological formula obtained previously in [35].
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2 Basic facts about elliptic stable envelopes
2.1
In this section we recall the definition of the elliptic stable envelope. For more
detailed exposition we refer to the original manuscript [2].
In [2] the elliptic stable envelopes were defined for the Nakajima quiver varieties.
Though, it is possible to define these classes in more general setting, we assume that
the varieties X discussed in this section are the Nakajima varieties. Here we recall
the properties of these varieties which are important for the constructions below, see
[23, 7] and Section 2 in [18] for more details.
Let X be a Nakajima variety. Then X is a quasi-projective symplectic variety
equipped with a natural linearized action of an algebraic torus T. The linearizion
means that the quasi-projective embedding may be chosen in the form
X →֒ P(T−module V ) (1)
so that the action of T on X is induced from the action on the linear space V .
The torus T acts on X by scaling the symplectic form ω ∈ H2(X,C). We denote
by ~−1 ∈ char(T) the character of the one-dimensional T-module Cω. We denote by
A = ker(~−1) ⊂ T the subtorus preserving the symplectic form.
The Nakajima quiver varieties are examples of symplectic resolutions and thus
their cohomology are even [12]. More generally
Theorem 1 (Section 2.3.2 in [2]). If X is a Nakajima quiver variety and T′ ⊂ T is
any subgroup then the fixed locus XT
′
is T-equivariantly formal,
H•
T
(XT
′
) ∼= H•(XT′)⊗H•T(pt)
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and H•(XT
′
) is even.
The Nakajima varieties are defined as quotients by a group G =
∏
i∈I
GL(ri), where
I denotes the (finite) set of vertices of the corresponding quiver. This means that X
is naturally equipped with a set of rank ri tautological vector bundles Vi.
Theorem 2 ([19]). If X is a Nakajima variety then Kalg
T
(X) = Ktop
T
(X) is generated
by the classes of the tautological bundles Vi, i ∈ I.
We will use KT(X) to denote the T-equivariant K-theory ring of X . Thanks to
the last theorem we do not distinguish between the algebraic and the topological
versions.
As a corollary of Theorem 2, Pic(X) is a finite dimensional lattice generated by
the classes of the tautological line bundles det(Vi). The equivariant Picard group
PicT(X) is a lattice given by the extension
0→ char(T)→ PicT(X)→ Pic(X)→ 0. (2)
2.2
We consider a family of elliptic curves E = C×/qZ parametrized by 0 < |q| < 11. For
an algebraic torus T let (we assume X has no odd cohomology here)
EllT : {T− spacesX} −→ {schemes}
be the corresponding elliptic cohomology functor such that EllC×(pt) = E. See
[5, 6, 9, 11, 17, 34] for an incomplete list of expositions. The elliptic cohomology
functor is covariant in both X and T. In particular, the covarince in T implies that
ET := EllT(pt) = T/q
cochar(T) ∼= E dim(T).
The canonical projection X → pt provides a map π : EllT(X)→ ET. Let t ∈ ET and
Ut be a small analytic neighborhood of t, which is isomorphic via exponential map
to a small analytic neighborhood in Lie(T) = CdimT. Locally, the map π looks as
follows:
(3)
1We allow q to be non-generic with Z ( Hom(E,E).
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SpecH•
T
(XTt ,C)

(π)−1(Ut)oo //

EllT(X)
pi

Lie(T) Utoo // ET.
where all squares are pullbacks and
Tt :=
⋂
χ∈char(T),
χ(t)=0
kerχ ⊂ T,
is the intersection of kernels of all characters
χ ∈ char(T) = Hom(ET, E) = Hom(T,C×)
which are trivial on t. By Theorem 1,
H•T(X
Tt ,C) = H•(XTt ,C)⊗H•T(pt)
and therefore the fiber of π at t can be computed by sending the corresponding
equivariant parameters to zero, i.e.:
π−1(t) = Spec
(
H•(XTt ,C)
)
.
We can use this description to constrict the scheme EllT(X) by “gluing” the fibers
of π: for each Ut we have an algebra
H |Ut := H•T(XTt ,C)⊗H•T(pt) OanUt
which glue to a sheaf H of algebras over ET. Then, EllT(X) = SpecET(H ).
Example: Let T = (C×)2 act on V = C2 by scaling the coordinates
(x, y)→ (x a1, y a2).
Let us consider the induced action of T on X = P(V ). In this case ET = E ×E and
we denote by the same symbols a1, a2 the coordinates on the first and the second
factors of ET.
For generic point t = (a1, a2) ∈ ET the fixed set XTt consist of two points
XTt = {p1 = [1 : 0], p2 = [0 : 1]}
and thus the fiber π−1(t) = Spec(H•(XTt ,C)) is a disjoint union of two points.
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For points on diagonal t = (a1, a2) ∈ ET with a1 = a2 we have XTt = X and
H•T(X,C) = C[c, δa1, δa2]/(c− δa1)(c− δa2)
where δai’s denote the local coordinates on Lie(T). The scheme Spec
(
H•
T
(X,C)
)
,
describing EllT(X) in the neighborhood of t, is given by two intersecting hyperplanes
in C3 defined by the equations c = δa1 and c = δa2.
We conclude that EllT(X) can be described as a union of two intersecting copies
of ET:
EllT(X) =
(
Op1 ∪ Op2
)
/∆
where Op1
∼= Op2 ∼= ET and /∆ denotes the gluing (more precisely, normal crossing)
of Op1 and Op2 along the diagonal
∆ = {(a1, a2) : a1 = a2} ⊂ ET.
2.3
For the lattice from (2) we denote
EPicT(X) := PicT(X)⊗Z E (4)
and define BT,X := ET × EPicT(X). We refer to the coordinates in the first factor
of the abelian variety BT,X as equivariant parameters and in the second as Ka¨hler
parameters. As in the example above we will often denote the equivariant parameters
corresponding to A by letters ai, i = 1, . . . , dim(A). The Ka¨hler parameters will be
denoted by zi, i ∈ I.
We denote by
ET(X) := EllT(X)× EPicT(X). (5)
the extended equivariant elliptic cohomology of X . The canonical map π∗×1 endows
ET(X) with a structure of scheme over BT,X .
2.4
By definition, BT,X is an abelian variety isomorphic to some power of E. Sections
of line bundles over BT,X can be explicitly expressed in terms of the elliptic theta
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functions associated to E [20]. In this paper we use the following multiplicative
definition of the theta-function:
ϑ(x) :=
∞∏
i=1
(1− xqi)(x1/2 − x−1/2)
∞∏
i=1
(1− x−1qi). (6)
This function has the following quasi-period:
ϑ(xq) = − 1√
qx
ϑ(x). (7)
and satisfies ϑ(1) = 0. It will be convenient to use the following notation
φ(x, z) =
ϑ(xz)
ϑ(x)ϑ(z)
. (8)
Geometrically, this functions describes a section of the Poincare´ line bundle on a
product of two dual elliptic curves E ×E∨, i.e., this section transforms as follows:
φ(xq, z) = z−1φ(x, z), φ(x, zq) = x−1φ(x, z).
2.5
A rank r complex vector V bundle over X defines the elliptic Chern class map
c : EllT(X) → EllGL(r)(pt) = SrE, (9)
where SrE denotes the r-th symmetric power of E. The coordinates on SrE are
the symmetric functions in xi, i = 1, . . . , r - the elliptic Chern roots of V. For the
definition of c see Section 1.8 in [8] or Section 5 in [5].
For Nakajima varieties we have a map given by the Chern classes of the tauto-
logical bundles
c : ET(X)→ XX := BT,X ×
∏
i∈I
SriE.
Theorem 2 implies that this map is an embedding, see Section 2.5 of [2] for discussion.
Many objects in the theory of stable envelopes (such as line bundles on ET(X)
or sections of these line bundles) are often introduced in the off-shell form. Which
means as a pullback from XX by c
∗. We will denote by the superscript os the global
objects living on XX to distinguish them from their pullbacks to ET(X) (if it is not
clear from a context).
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2.6
Let V be a rank r complex vector bundle over X . Let Θ(V)os be a line bundle over
XX associated to the section
sV =
r∏
i=1
ϑ(xi). (10)
In other words, Θ(V)os := O(D) where D is the divisor given by the zero locus of sV .
The restriction of this line bundle to ET(X) is called the elliptic Thom class of V2:
Θ(V) := c∗(Θ(V)os) ∈ Pic(ET(X)).
Similarly let U os be a line bundle over XX associated to the section
∏
i∈I
φ
( ri∏
j=1
x
(i)
j , zi
)
.
where x
(i)
1 , . . . , x
(i)
ri denote the Grothendieck roots of i-th tautological bundle. The
universal line bundle over ET(X) is defined by:
U := c∗(U os) ∈ Pic(ET(X)).
2.7
Let {w} be a set of A-weights appearing in the normal bundle to XA in X . The
complement of the hyperplanes LieR(A) \ {w⊥} is a set of non-intersecting chambers.
For a chamber C and a subset S ⊂ XA we define its attracting set by
AttrC(S) = {(s, x), lim
C
x = s} ⊂ XA ×X
where
lim
C
x := lim
z→0
σ(z) · x (11)
for a cocharacter σ : z ∈ C× → A from the chamber C. Clearly, this definition does
not depend on a choice of σ.
2We refer to Section 7 of [5] where definitions of the elliptic Thom sheaf and the elliptic Euler
class are discussed.
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The full attracting set AttrfC(S) is a minimal closed subset of X which contains
S and is closed under taking AttrC(·).
Let Fi denote a connected component of X
A. The choice of a chamber defines an
ordering on these components by
F1 ≥ F2 ⇔ AttrfC(F1) ∩ F2 6= ∅. (12)
This ordering is well defined by the linerization assumption (1). From now we assume
that a choice of a chamber C is fixed.
2.8
Recall that a polarization of X is a class T 1/2X ∈ KT(X) such that
TX = T 1/2X + ~ (T 1/2X)∗.
In other words, the polarization is a choice of a “half” of the K-theory class of the
tangents bundle TX ∈ KT(X). A natural choice of the polarization exists for the
Nakajima varieties, see Section 2.2.7 in [18].
The restriction of the polarization to the fixed set XA has the following decom-
position
T 1/2X
∣∣
XA
= T 1/2X
∣∣
XA,>0
+ T 1/2XA + T 1/2X
∣∣
XA,<0
(13)
into terms whose A-weights are positive, zero, or negative on the chamber C. The
class
ind = T 1/2X
∣∣
XA,>0
∈ KT(XA) (14)
is called index.
2.9
Let us consider
µ ∈ char(T) = Hom(ET, E), λ ∈ PicT(X) = Hom(E, EPicT(X)).
Let ν : ET(X) → BT,X → ET denotes the composition of the canonical projections.
We consider a map
τ(λµ) : ET(X) → ET(X)
given by translation along Ka¨hler directions:
τ(λµ) : (a, z) 7→ (a, z + λ(µ(ν(a))))
where (a, z) ∈ EllT(X)×EPicT(X) = ET(X). In words, the map τ(λµ) is a translation
of Ka¨hler parameters depending on the position in ET(X).
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2.10
For det(ind) ∈ PicT(XA) and ~ ∈ char(T) we have
τ(−~ det(ind)) : ET(XA)→ ET(XA).
For the canonical inclusion of the fixed set
i : XA → X
let i∗ : EPicT(X) → EPicT(XA) be the map induced by the pullback of line bundles. This
gives a map
1× i∗ : EllT(XA)× EPicT(X) → ET(XA).
Following [2] we define a line bundle U ′ over EllT(X
A)× EPicT(X):
U
′ = (1× i∗)∗τ(−~ det ind)∗UET(XA) (15)
where UET(XA) is the universal line bundle over ET(X
A) from Section 2.6.
We denote by (a line bundle over the same scheme EllT(X
A)× EPicT(X)):
Θ(T 1/2XA)′ = (1× i∗)∗Θ(T 1/2XA) (16)
where T 1/2XA is the middle term in the decomposition (13).
2.11
The last ingredient we need to define the elliptic stable envelopes is the notion of
support. Let s be a section of a coherent sheaf on EllT(X). Let Y → X be
an inclusion of a T-equivariant set. We say that s is supported on Y and write
supp(s) ⊂ Y if f ∗(s) = 0 for the map
f : EllT(X \ Y ) → EllT(X)
induced by the inclusion of the complement.
2.12
The elliptic stable envelope (in the normalization accepted in [2]) is defined as a map
of the OBT,X modules constructed in Sections 2.6 and 2.10. In particular, the source
of (17) below is a line bundle over EllT(X
A)×EPicT(X) and the target is a line bundle
over ET(X). Both are schemes over BT,X via canonical projections.
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Theorem 3 ([2]). If X is a Nakajima variety then there exist unique map of OBT,X
modules
StabC : Θ(~)
−rk(ind) ⊗Θ(T 1/2XA)′ ⊗U ′ −→ Θ(T 1/2X)⊗U (17)
(rk (ind) denotes the rank of the index bundle (14)) which is holomorphic in coor-
dinates of EA, meromorphic in coordinates of BT,A/EA and satisfies the following
conditions:
(⋆) If F ⊂ XA is a connected component of the fixed locus and s is a section
Θ(T 1/2XA)′ ⊗U ′ with supp(s) ⊂ F then supp(StabC(s)) ⊂ AttrfC(F ).
(⋆⋆) If F ⊂ XA is a connected component of the fixed locus and
iF : EllT(F )× EPicT(X) → ET(X)
is the corresponding inclusion map then, for every section s of Θ(T 1/2XA)′⊗U ′ with
supp(s) ⊂ F we have:
i∗F StabC(s) = i
∗
F j∗m
∗(s)
where m∗ and j∗ are the maps associated to maps induced by the natural projection
and inclusion
EllT(F )× EPicT(X) m←− EllT(AttrC(F ))× EPicT(X)
j−→ ET(X).
The map StabC is called elliptic stable envelope map.
2.13
Let us assume that XA is a finite set, which is the case of our main interest. Then,
the source of the map (17) is a line bundle on |XA| many copies of BT,X :
EllT(X
A)× EPicT(X) =
∐
p∈XA
Ôp
with Ôp ∼= BT,X . The line bundle U ′ is a collection of line bundles U ′p on Ôp for
p ∈ XA. It is convenient to note that the sections of the line bundle U ′p have the
same transformation properties as
φ(~, det indp)
∏
i∈I
φ(detVi|p , zi) (18)
where detVi|p ∈ KT(pt) denotes the restriction of the i-th tautological line bundle
to p ∈ XT, see Lemma 2.4 [2] .
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To give a map (17) is, therefore, the same as to construct a map
Θ(~)−rk(indp) ⊗Θ(T 1/2XAp )′ ⊗U ′p −→ Θ(T 1/2X)⊗U
for each fixed point p, which satisfies the conditions (⋆) and (⋆, ⋆). Equivalently, to
construct a section StabC(p) of the line bundle
Θ(~)rk(indp) ⊗ π∗(Θ(T 1/2XAp )′ ⊗U ′p )−1 ⊗Θ(T 1/2X)⊗U (19)
over ET(X), where π : ET(X) → BX,T ∼= Ôp is the canonical projection. By abuse
of language, we will refer to the section StabC(p) as the elliptic stable envelope of a
fixed point p.
Next, let us consider the scheme ET(X). Arguing as in example of Section 2.2,
we obtain:
ET(X) =
( ∐
p∈XA
Ôp
)
/∆ (20)
where Ôp ∼= BT,X and ∆ denotes the gluing of these abelian varieties over certain
hyperplanes in ET. The restriction to one of the components of (20)
Tp,q := StabC(p)|Ôq
is a section of (19) over an abelian variety Ôq (more precisely of restriction of (19)
to the corresponding component). In particular, Tp,q can be described explicitly in
terms of the theta functions, as discussed in Section 2.4. The collection Tp,q is usually
called the matrix of restrictions of the elliptic stable envelopes.
The property (⋆) in Theorem 3 implies that the matrix Tp,q is triangular if X
A is
ordered by (12). The property (⋆⋆) is a condition on the diagonal of this matrix
Tp,p =
∏
w∈charT(TpX)
〈w,C〉<0
ϑ(w) (21)
where the product runs over the T-weights of the tangent space TpX which are
negative on the chamber C (i.e., the repelling directions of the tangent space).
2.14
As a concluding comment for this section we note that the known explicit formulas for
the stable envelopes (cohomological, K-theoretic or elliptic) are traditionally given
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in the off-shell form. Namely, instead of the section of the line bundle (19) one
constructs a section StabosC (p) of the line bundle
Θ(~)rk(indp) ⊗ π∗(Θ(T 1/2XAp )′ ⊗U ′p )−1 ⊗Θ(T 1/2X)os ⊗U os (22)
over XX such that the elliptic stable envelope of a fixed point p is the restriction of
this section to ET(X):
StabC(p) = c
∗ StabosC (p).
The scheme XX is a (symmetric) power of E and every such section can be described
through the theta functions as a certain symmetric combination of the elliptic Chern
roots of the tautological bundles. The stable envelopes of the fixed points presented
in the off-shell form are also known as weight functions in literature, see for example
[32] and references there.
The main result of this paper is a combinatorial formula for StabosC (p) for X given
by the Hilbert scheme of points in C2, see Theorem 4 below.
3 Hilbert scheme of points on C2
3.1
Let us denote by H the Hilbert scheme of n points on the complex plane. This
is a smooth, symplectic, quasiprojective variety which parametrizes the polynomial
ideals of codimension n:
H = {J ⊂ C[x, y] : dimC(C[x, y]/J ) = n}.
Let T ∼= (C×)2 be a two-dimensional torus acting on C2 = Spec(C[x, y]) by scaling
the coordinates:
(x, y)→ (xt−11 , yt−12 ) (23)
This action induces and action of T on H . The one-dimensional space spanned by
a symplectic form Cω ⊂ H2(H ,C) is a natural T-module. We denote by ~−1 the
T-character of Cω. From our normalization (23) we find:
~ = t1t2 ∈ KT(pt) = Z[t±11 , t±12 ].
We denote by
A = ker(~−1) ⊂ T
16
the one-dimensional subtorus preserving the symplectic form on H . We denote the
coordinate on A by a such that3:
t1 = a~
1/2, t2 = a
−1~1/2. (24)
3.2
The set of fixed points HT = HA is finite set labeled by partitions of n. A partition
λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λl) with λi ≥ λi+1 and |λ| =
∑l
i=1 λi = n corresponds to the T-
invariant ideal generated by monomials:
Jλ = {xλ1 , xλ2y, xλ3y2, . . . , yl}.
The equivariant K-theory of the Hilbert scheme has an explicit presentation:
KT(H) = Z[x
±1
1 , . . . , x
±1
n , t
±1
1 , t
±1
2 ]
Sn/R (25)
where the superscript Sn denotes the ring of symmetric Laurent polynomials in xi
and R is the ideal of polynomials vanishing at all fixed points λ ∈ HT. Below
we describe the restriction of a Laurent polynomial in xi’s and ti’s to a fixed point
labeled by λ.
Given a partition λ we may think of it as a Young diagram with n boxes. A box
 ∈ λ in the Young diagram with coordinates (i, j) corresponds to the monomial
yi−1xj−1. We denote by ϕλ

the T-character of the one-dimensional space spanned
by this monomial. From (23) we have:
ϕλ

= t
−(j−1)
1 t
−(i−1)
2 ∈ KT(pt). (26)
For a partition λ we thus have n monomials ϕλ
1
, . . . , ϕλ
n
corresponding boxes of
λ. Let f(x1, . . . , xn, t1, t2) be a polynomial representing a K-theory class from (25).
The restriction of this class to a T-fixed point corresponding to a partition λ is given
by:
i∗λf(x1, . . . , xn, t1, t2) = f(ϕ
λ
1
, . . . , ϕλ
n
, t1, t2) ∈ KT(pt) (27)
where iλ : λ → H is the canonical inclusion of a fixed point. The polynomial
f(x1, . . . , xn, t1, t2) is symmetric in xi’s, so this definition does not depend on a
choice of order on the set ϕλ
1
, . . . , ϕλ
n
.
3We may assume ~1/2 exists by passing to the double cover of T if needed.
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Denote by V the rank n tautological bundle on H whose fiber at a point J ∈H
is defined to be C[x, y]/J . As an element of (25) this bundle is represented by a
polynomial
V = x1 + · · ·+ xn, (28)
which means that the variables xi are the Grothendieck roots of V. We also have
O(1) = detV = x1 · · ·xn. (29)
This line bundle generates the Picard group of H so that
Pic(H) = Z. (30)
In this paper we also use the equivariant Picard group which is an extension
char(T)→ PicT(H)→ Pic(H) (31)
where the two-dimensional lattice char(T) is generated by trivial line bundles asso-
ciated to T-characters a and ~.
3.3
The Hilbert scheme H is an example of a Nakajima quiver variety. Let us outline
this description of H here. More detailed expositions can be found in [24, 7].
For V = Cn we set
M = {(I,X)} = HomC(C, V )
⊕
HomC(V, V ). (32)
The vector space T ∗M is a space of matrices
T ∗M ={
(X, Y, I, J) : X, Y ∈ HomC(V, V ), I ∈ HomC(C, V ), J ∈ HomC(V,C)
}
.
This vector space carries a natural GL(V )-action
X → gXg−1, Y → gY g−1, I → gI, J → Jg−1. (33)
Let us consider the following symplectic reduction:
T ∗M//GL(V ) = µ−1(0)/θGL(n) = µ
−1(0)θ−ss/GL(V ),
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where µ : T ∗M → gl(n)∗ denotes the moment map corresponding to (33). In coor-
dinates (after identification of vector spaces gl(n)∗ = gl(n)) the moment map takes
the form
µ(X, Y, I, J) = [X, Y ] + I ⊗ J.
The symbol/θ denotes the GIT quotient with a stability parameter θ ∈ char(GL(V )).
In this paper we use the following choice of stability parameter:
θ : g → det(g)−1. (34)
Finally, µ−1(0)θ−ss stands for the intersection of the set µ−1(0) with the set of θ-
semistable points. This set has the following description. Recall that a vector v ∈ V
is called cyclic vector of X, Y ∈ End(V ) if C〈X, Y 〉v = V where C〈X, Y 〉 denotes
the set of C-polynomials in (possibly non-commuting) variables X, Y .
Proposition 1 (Proposition 5.6.5, [7]). The set of θ-semistable points equals
µ−1(0)θ−ss ={
(X, Y, I, J) : [X, Y ] = 0, J = 0, I(1) is a cyclic vector of (X, Y )
}
.
For any commuting pair X, Y ∈ gl(n) and a vector v ∈ V we can consider the
following set of polynomials:
JX,Y,v = {p(x, y) ∈ C[x, y] : p(X, Y )v = 0} ⊂ C[x, y].
It is clear that JX,Y,v is a polynomial ideal. This ideal is invariant with respect to
transformations (33) and one proves the following result.
Proposition 2 (Corollary 5.6.8,[7]). The assignment (X, Y, I) → JX,Y,I(1) estab-
lishes an isomorphism between T ∗M//GL(V ) and H .
3.4
For H the polarization can be taken in the form:
T 1/2H = V + t1V∗ V − V∗ V ∈ KT(H) (35)
where ∗ stands for taking the duals in K-theory
V∗ = x−11 + · · ·+ x−1n ∈ KT(H).
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The K-theory class of the tangent bundle to H equals:
TH = T 1/2H + T 1/2H∗~ = V + V∗t1t2 − (1− t1)(1− t2)VV∗. (36)
Example: Let us illustrate the above formulas in the case n = 1. In this case
KT(H) = Z[x
±1
1 , t
±1
1 , t
±1
2 ]/R. By (26) and (27) we have R = {x1 = 1} and thus
KT(H) = Z[t
±1
1 , t
±1
2 ].
The class of tautological bundle V = x1 = 1 and thus from (36) we obtain:
TH = t1 + t2.
In full agreement with the fact H ∼= C2 for n = 1.
3.5
The torus T is two-dimensional thus
ET
∼= E2
and t1, t2 are the corresponding coordinates (equivariant parameters) . Similarly, by
(30) we have
EPic(H) = Pic(H)⊗Z E ∼= E
and we denote the corresponding coordinate by z (the Ka¨hler parameter).
3.6
The torus A is one-dimensional and we have the following chamber decomposition:
LieR \ {ω⊥} = R \ {0} = C+ ∪ C−.
We choose the chamber C = C+, corresponding to the cocharacters {a→ 0} in (11).
For this chamber the ordering (12) on the set HA coincides with standard dominance
ordering on the partitions.
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3.7
The elliptic stable envelope of a fixed point is described by a section StabosC (λ) of a
line bundle (22) for X = H . Let us discuss the transformation properties of these
sections.
Recall that U os is a line bundle on XH whose sections transforms as
φ(x1 · · ·xn, z) (37)
From (35) and (28) we see that the polarization bundle is represented by the following
Laurent polynomials in K-theory:
T 1/2H =
n∑
i=1
xi + (t1 − 1)
n∑
i,j=1
xi
xj
(38)
Thus, Θ(T 1/2H)os is the line bundle on XH whose sections transforms as
4:
n∏
i=1
ϑ(xi)
n∏
i,j=1
ϑ(xi/xjt1)
ϑ(xi/xj)
(39)
see Section 2.6 for the definitions.
3.8
By (27) we have:
i∗λ
(
T 1/2H
)
=
∑
i∈λ
ϕλi +
∑
i,j∈λ
ϕλi t1
ϕλj
−
∑
i,j∈λ
ϕλi
ϕλj
∈ KT(pt). (40)
To compute the index (14) of a fixed point λ we use (24) to pick from this sum only
the terms with positive powers of a (which corresponds to the attracting directions
for the chamber C):
indλ =
∑
i∈λ
ci>0
ϕλi +
∑
i,j∈λ
ci−cj+1>0
ϕλi t1
ϕλj
−
∑
i,j∈λ
ci−cj>0
ϕλi
ϕλj
∈ KT(pt)
4This expression is singular because of ϑ(1)-factors in the denominator. We, however, are only
interested in its quasi-periods which are well defined.
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where ci is the content of the box i ∈ λ defined in (46). Thus
det indλ =
∏
i∈λ
ci>0
ϕλi
∏
i,j∈λ
ci≥cj
t1.
and
rkλ := rk(indλ) = indλ|t1=t2=1 =
∑
i∈λ
ci>0
1 +
∑
i,j∈λ
ci=cj
1 ∈ Z.
Choosing the terms in (40) independent of a we find:
T 1/2HAλ =
∑
i∈λ
ci=0
ϕλi +
∑
i,j∈λ
ci−cj+1=0
ϕλi t1
ϕλj
−
∑
i,j∈λ
ci−cj=0
ϕλi
ϕλj
.
3.9
From (22) we conclude that StabosC (λ) (as the function of all variables) transforms as
the following expression:
n∏
i=1
ϑ(xi)
n∏
i,j=1
ϑ(xi/xjt1)
ϑ(xi/xj)
× for Θ(T 1/2H)os
∏
i∈λ
ci=0
ϑ(ϕλi )
−1
∏
i,j∈λ
ci−cj+1=0
ϑ(ϕλi /ϕ
λ
j t1)
−1 ∏
i,j∈λ
ci=cj
ϑ(ϕλi /ϕ
λ
j )× for π∗(Θ(T 1/2HAλ)′)−1
φ(x1 · · ·xn, z)× for U os
φ(ϕλ1 · · ·ϕλn, z)−1φ(det indλ, ~)−1× for π∗(U ′λ)−1 (see (18))
ϑ(~)rkλ for Θ(~)rk(indλ).
The quasi-period in the Ka¨hler parameter z has the form:
StabosC (λ)|z=zq =
(∏
i∈λ
ϕλi
xi
)
StabosC (λ). (41)
Note also that
StabosC (λ)|xi=xiq =
(
− 1√
qxiz
)
StabosC (λ). (42)
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3.10
The restriction matrix,
Tλµ(a, ~, z) = StabC(λ)|Ôµ = i∗µ
(
StabosC (λ)
)
(43)
for the substitution i∗µ given by (27), is triangular with respect to standard domi-
nance ordering on partitions. The repelling weights (21) of the tangent space TλH
corresponding to the chamber C are easy to compute explicitly
T (a, ~, z)λλ =
∏
∈λ
ϑ(t
−lλ()
1 t
aλ()+1
2 ), (44)
where aλ() and lλ() stand for the standard arm and leg length of a box  ∈ λ.5
In particular the diagonal elements of the restriction matrix do not depend on the
Ka¨hler parameter z.
It is obvious from (41), that as a function of z the restriction matrix transforms
as
T (a, ~, zq) =MatO(1)T (a, ~, z)Mat
−1
O(1)
where O(1) is the diagonal matrix of multiplication by the corresponding line bundle
in KT(H) in the basis of fixed points:
MatO(1) = diag
( ∏
i∈λ
ϕλi
)
. (45)
After discussing all these general properties of the elliptic stable envelope, we are
now ready to give the explicit combinatorial formula for it.
4 Formula for elliptic stable envelope
4.1
Let λ = (λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λk) be a partition of n = λ1 + · · ·+ λk and l(λ) = k. It will be
convenient to use the standard representations for a partition as a Young diagram
in its French and Russian (a diagram rotated by 45◦) realization as in the Fig.1.
5 If a box  = (i, j) they are defined as
lλ() = λi − j, aλ() = λ′j − i
where λ
′
is the transposition of λ. Note that these functions are well defined even if  /∈ λ.
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For a box in a partition  ∈ λ we write  = (i, j) ∈ Z2+ for its coordinates in the
corresponding Young diagram. The content and height of a box is defined by
c = i− j h = i+ j − 2 (46)
respectively. They represent the horizontal and vertical position of a box in Russian
representation. We also note that from (24) we have:
ϕλ

= ac~−h/2
We will say that two boxes 1,2 ∈ λ are adjacent if
Figure 1: The French and Russian representation of a partition λ = (5, 3, 2, 2, 1).
The box (3, 2) ∈ λ is denoted with color.
i1 = i2, |j1 − j2| = 1 or j1 = j2, |i1 − i2| = 1.
Let us define the following important function of a box:
ρ = c − ǫh (47)
where 0 < ǫ << 1 is a infinitely small parameter 6. The value of this function defines
a canonical ordering on the boxes of λ. It orders the boxes from the left to right and
from the top to the bottom in the Russian Young diagram as in the Fig.2.
It is convenient to introduce the following abbreviation for a combination of theta
functions depending on a partition λ:
SEllλ (x1, . . . , xn) :=∏
ρj>ρi+1
ϑ(xix
−1
j t1)
∏
ρj<ρi+1
ϑ(xjx
−1
i t2)
∏
ρi≤0
ϑ(xi)
∏
ρi>0
ϑ(t1t2x
−1
i )∏
ρi<ρj
ϑ(xix
−1
j )ϑ(xix
−1
j ~)
(48)
6For a function ρ to define the correct ordering on boxes it is enough to choose ǫ <
1
n
.
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Figure 2: Canonical box ordering in a partition λ = (4, 2, 1).
where i and j run over the boxes of λ.
Example:
SEll[1] (x1) = ϑ (t2)ϑ (x1)
SEll[1,1](x1, x2) =
ϑ(t2)
2ϑ(x2x
−1
1 t2)ϑ(x1x
−1
2 t2)ϑ(x1)ϑ(t1t2x
−1
2 )
ϑ(x1x
−1
2 )ϑ(x1x
−1
2 t1t2)
SEll[2] (x1, x2) =
ϑ(t2)
2ϑ(x1x
−1
2 t2)ϑ(x1x
−1
2 t1)ϑ(x1)ϑ(x2)
ϑ(x1x
−1
2 )ϑ(x1x
−1
2 t1t2)
4.2
Definition 1. A λ-tree is a rooted tree with
(⋆) set of vertices given by the boxes of a partition λ,
(⋆, ⋆) root at the box r = (1, 1),
(⋆, ⋆, ⋆) edges connecting only the adjacent boxes.
Note that the number of λ-trees depends on a shape of λ. In particular, there is
exactly one tree for “hooks” λ = (λ1, 1, . . . , 1).
We assume that each edge of a λ-tree is oriented in a certain way. In particular,
on a set of edges we have a well defined functions
h, t : edges of a tree −→ boxes of λ,
which for an edge e return its head h(e) ∈ λ and tail t(e) ∈ λ boxes respectively. In
this paper we will work with a distinguished canonical orientation on λ-trees.
Definition 2. We say that a λ-tree has canonical orientation if all edges are oriented
from the root to the leaves (the end points) of the tree.
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For a box i ∈ λ and a canonically oriented λ-tree t we have a well defined
canonically oriented subtree ti ⊂ t with a root at i. Such that, for example tr = t
for a root r of t. We denote
[i, t] = {boxes in ti} ⊂ λ.
4.3
Let e be an edge of a λ-tree t. The z-weight of e is a natural number we which is to
be defined recursively using the following relations:
we = 1 +
∑
e′∈t:
t(e′)=h(e)
we′ (49)
where all edges are canonically oriented. In other words:
we = |[h(e), t]|.
In particular it implies that
1 ≤ we ≤ n− 1. (50)
We also note that
n = |[r, t]| = 1 +
∑
t(e)=r
we (51)
where r = (1, 1) is the root box.
4.4
The ~-weight of an edge e is a natural number ve defined by the same type of recursive
relations:
ve = βλ(h(e)) +
∑
e′∈t:
t(e′)=h(e)
ve′ (52)
where βλ() is a function of a box  taking value in the set {0, 1}. To define it, let
us consider the upper boundary of the Young diagram in the Russian presentation.
There are four possibilities for a behaviour of the boundary at a given point: the
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boundary has maxima or minima at this point or the boundary increases or decreases
at this point. We set:
βλ() =
{
0 if the boundary above  has maxima or decreases,
1 if the boundary above  has minima or increases.
(53)
For example, the Fig.3 gives the values of βλ() for λ = (4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 2). Similarly to
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
Figure 3: Values of function βλ() for the diagram λ = (4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 2). The points
where the boundary of the Young diagram increases or has minima are denoted by
red circle. The points where the boundary decreases or has maximum are denoted
by green circles. By definition, βλ() = 1 below red and βλ() = 0 below green
circles.
(51) we also define
vr = βλ(r) +
∑
t(e)=r
ve
4.5
For a tree t we define a function:
WEll(t; x1, . . . , xn, z) = (−1)κtφ(xr, zn~vr)
∏
e∈t
φ
(xh(e)ϕλt(e)
ϕλh(e)xt(e)
, zwe~ve
)
. (54)
where κt is the number of edges in t directed “wrong way”, i.e., the number of
vertical edges directed down plus number of horizontal edges directed to the left in
the canonical orientation.
Example: Let us compute the function
WEll
(
, x1, x2, x3, x4, z
)
.
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First, let us order boxes using the function ρ, i.e. as in the Fig.2. The root box is
xr = x3. From (26) we compute:
ϕλ1 = t
−1
1 , ϕ
λ
2 = t
−1
1 t
−1
2 , ϕ
λ
3 = 1, ϕ
λ
4 = t
−1
2 .
The indicated λ-tree has three edges with
h(e1) = 3, t(e1) = 1; h(e2) = 1, t(e2) = 2; h(e3) = 3, t(e3) = 4;
We also note that κt = 0. From (49) and (52) we compute
we1 = 2, we2 = 1, we3 = 1,
and
ve1 = 1, ve2 = 0, ve3 = 0.
and thus vr = ve1 + ve3 = 1. In the sum, we obtain:
WEll
(
, x1, x2, x3, x4, z
)
=
φ(x3, z
4~)φ(x1x
−1
3 t1, z
2~)φ(x2x
−1
1 t2, z)φ(x4x
−1
3 t2, z).
Similarly, one can compute:
WEll
(
, x1, x2, x3, x4, z
)
=
−φ(x3, z4~)φ(x1x−13 t1, z3~)φ(x2x−11 t2, z2)φ(x4x−12 t−11 , z).
where the sign comes from and the edge with t(e) = 2 and h(e) = 4 which is a
vertical edge directed down.
Proposition 3. If t is a λ-tree then the weight function has the following quasi-
periods:
WEll(t; x1, . . . , xn, zq) =
(∏
i∈λ
ϕλi
xi
)
WEll(t; x1, . . . , xn, z)
Proof. The function (8) has the quasiperiod φ(x, zq) = x−1φ(x, z). Thus, from the
definition (54) we have:
WEll(t; x1, . . . , xn, zq) =
(∏
∈λ
ϕλ

x
)m
WEll(t; x1, . . . , xn, z)
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for some integers m. Let us fix a box  ∈ λ. The only factors in (54) which
contribute to m correspond to the following edges of the λ-tree t:
• the edge e with h(e) = . The quasiperiod of the factor of (54) corresponding
to e contributes we to m.
• the edges e′ with t(e) = . Each such edge contributes −we to m.
Overall we have
m = we −
∑
e′∈t
t(e′)=
we′ = 1
where the last equality is by (49).
Thus, these functions have the same quasi-periods as the elliptic stable envelope
(41). This is exactly why we need them - the Ka¨hler parameter z enters to the
formula for elliptic stable envelope through these weight functions, see Theorem 4.
4.6
Definition 3. The skeleton of a partition Γλ is the graph with set of vertices given
by the set of boxes of λ and set of edges connecting all adjacent boxes.
Definition 4. A L- shaped subgraph in λ is a subgraph γ ⊂ Γλ consisting of two
edges γ = {δ1, δ2} with the following end boxes:
δ1,1 = (i, j), δ2,1 = δ1,2 = (i+ 1, j), δ2,2 = (i+ 1, j + 1). (55)
It is easy to see that the total number of L- shaped subgraphs in λ is equal to
m =
∑
k∈Z
(dk(λ)− 1), (56)
where dk(λ) is the number of boxes in λ with content k
di(λ) = #{i ∈ λ|ci = k}. (57)
There is a special set of 2m λ-trees which can be constructed as follows. For each
i = 1 . . .m choose one of two edges of γi. We have 2
m of such choices, that is the set:
Υλ = {(δ1, . . . , δm) : δi ∈ γi}.
If δ ∈ Υλ then, it is easy to see that
tδ = Γλ \ δ
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is a λ-tree. Indeed, the graph Γλ has loops corresponding to 2 × 2 squares in the
Young diagram λ. In Γλ \ δ we are removing exactly one edge for each such loop.
Thus, tδ is a connected graph without loops, i.e., is a tree. Connectedness of this
tree guarantees that we can find path in this tree connecting the root box r with any
other box  ∈ λ. This means that tδ is a λ-tree.
An example of a tree tδ obtained this way can be found at the front page of this
article.
4.7
With all this preparations, we can now formulate our main result.
Theorem 4. The off-shell elliptic stable envelope of a fixed point λ ∈HA equals
StabosC (λ) = Sym
(
SEllλ (x1, . . . , xn)
∑
δ∈Υλ
WEll(tδ; x1, . . . , xn; z)
)
(58)
where the symbol Sym stands for symmetrization over variables x1, . . . , xn.
This theorem is proved in Section 8.
Let us recall that the function (58) describes a section of the line bundle (22)
over the scheme XH . The elliptic stable envelope of a fixed point is the restriction
of this section StabC(λ) = c
∗
(
StabosC (λ)
)
to ET(H) embedded to this scheme by the
elliptic Chern class map:
c : ET(H)→ XH .
By Proposition 3 this function has the expected quasi-periods (41). A direct
calculation shows that (42) also holds. Other expected properties of the matrix Tλ,µ
such as its triangularity and (44) can also be checked by a direct calculation.
5 Elliptic stable envelope for hypertoric varieties
Here we recall several basic facts about geometry of hypertoric varieties. For a fuller
exposition we refer to [29] and Section 3 of [35].
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5.1
Let M be a complex vector space and G = (C×)dimM acts on M by scaling the
coordinates in some basis ei. Let RS : S → G be a subtorus and
X = T ∗M//S = µ−1(0)θ−ss/S (59)
be the corresponding symplectic reduction, see Section 3.1 in [35]. We assume that S
acts freely on µ−1(0)θ−ss and thus X is a smooth symplectic hypertoric variety. Let
Lei be the line bundles over X associated to the coordinate lines Mi ⊂ M . These
line bundles generate the Picard group and K-theory of X . Similarly let Le∗i be the
symplectic dual line bundles which satisfy
Lei ⊗Le∗i = ~ ∈ PicC×~ (X). (60)
As usual C×~ denotes the torus acting on X by scaling the symplectic form.
5.2
For hypertoric varietiesXG is always finite. A fixed point t ∈ XG defines the following
data on the prequotient:
• A decomposition:
M = M0 ⊕M1 (61)
with dim(M0) = dim(S) such that
t = T ∗M0 ∩ µ−1(0)θ−ss/S.
• A “compensating” map: Rt : G→ S such that a composed representation
g → g · (RS ◦Rt)(g) (62)
contains M0 as a trivial subrepresentation. In other words the action of G on
M0 can be “compensated” by the action of S.
A representative of a fixed point t is a semi-stable vector
rt =
∑
i∈A
αiei +
∑
j∈B
βje
∗
j ∈ T ∗M0 ∩ µ−1(0)θ−ss (63)
with exactly dim(S) non-zero components, i.e., |A|+ |B| = dim(S) and A ∩ B = ∅.
The non-intersecting sets of indexes A,B are uniquely determined by the choice of t
and the stability condition θ.
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5.3
All weights of (62) in M1 are nontrivial. We denote by mi ∈ char(G × C×~ ) their
characters. From the definitions of Lei with Mi ⊂M we have
Lei|t = mi ∈ KG×C×
~
(pt), (64)
from (60) we also have
Le∗i
∣∣
t
= ~/mi ∈ KG×C×
~
(pt). (65)
Finally, for X = T ∗M//S the G × C×~ -weights of the tangent space TtX are the
non-trivial weights of (62) appearing in T ∗M :
char(TtX) =
∑
Mi⊂M1
mi + ~m
−1
i ∈ KG×C×
~
(pt). (66)
5.4
As explained in Section 2.14 the off-shell elliptic stable envelope of a fixed point is
a section of line bundle (22) over XX satisfying certain defining conditions. In the
hypertoric case the scheme XX is isomorphic to a power of E (because all tautological
bundles are of rank one). The coordinates on XX are equivariant parameters of
G × C×~ , the Ka¨hler parameters and elliptic Chern roots of the tautological line
bundles Lei. The elliptic stable envelopes can, therefore, be expressed as (through
the theta function ϑ) certain functions of all these parameters. By abuse of notations
we will denote by the same symbol Lei the elliptic Chern root of the line bundle Lei
(i.e. the coordinate in the target of (9)).
Theorem 5. For a chamber C ⊂ LieR(G) the elliptic stable envelope of a fixed point
t ∈ XG has the form:
StabosC (t) = StWt (67)
with
St =
∏
Mi⊂M
1
〈mi,C〉<0
ϑ(Lei)
∏
Mi⊂M
1
〈mi,C〉>0
ϑ(Le∗i ) (68)
and
Wt =
∏
i∈A
ϑ(Leim−1i li)
ϑ(li)
∏
i∈B
ϑ(Le∗imi~−1li)
ϑ(li)
(69)
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where the sets A and B are as in (63). The symbols li stand for monomials in Ka¨hler
parameters and ~ chosen such that (67) has the same qusiperiods as sections of (22).
Proof. The proof of this theorem is given by Proposition 4.1 in [2]. Here we give
slightly different argument.
The set XG is finite, thus we are in the situation discussed in Section 2.13.
The condition (⋆, ⋆) from the definition of the elliptic stable envelope in this case
has the form (21):
StabC(t)|t =
∏
w∈char(TtX)
〈w,C〉<0
ϑ(w)
Substituting (64), (65) to (67) we see that
StabC(t)|t =
∏
M1
i
⊂M1
〈mi,C〉<0
ϑ(mi)
∏
M1
i
⊂M1
〈mi,C〉>0
ϑ(~/mi)
which is exactly what we need by (66). Thus (67) satisfies the condition (⋆, ⋆).
The condition (⋆) in the definition of elliptic stable envelope is the condition on
its support. This condition is the same for all elliptic, K-theoretic or cohomological
versions of the stable envelopes [18]. Thus, it is enough to check that (67) has correct
support in the cohomological limit.
In this limit (see Section 10 of this paper) the Ka¨hler part Wt becomes trivial.
To compute the cohomological limit of St we need to substitute each factor ϑ(Lei)
by the corresponding cohomological first Chern class. We denote
c1(Lei) = ui ∈ H•G×C×
~
(X)
the first Chern class of the tautological line bundle. The condition (60) means that
c1(Le∗i ) = h− ui ∈ H•G×C×
~
(X)
where h = c1(~) for ~ ∈ PicC×
~
(X). We conclude that the cohomological limit of (67)
has the form ∏
M1
i
⊂M1
〈mi,C〉>0
ui
∏
M1
i
⊂M1
〈mi,C〉<0
h− ui ∈ HG×C×
~
(X).
Comparing it with Theorem 3.3.5 in [35] we see that this is exactly the cohomological
stable envelope of a fixed point in cohomology, and thus has correct support. Thus,
the condition (⋆) is also satisfied by (67). The condition on li means that StabC(t) is
a section of the correct line bundle. The result follows from uniqueness of the elliptic
stable envelopes.
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6 Abelianization of Hilbert Scheme
Let M be a n2 + n-dimensional vector space (32) spanned by the matrix elements:
M =
n⊕
i,j=1
Xij ⊕
n⊕
i=1
Ii (70)
Recall that the Hilbert scheme H can be defined as a symplectic reduction of M by
the action of GL(V ), see Section 3.3:
H = T ∗M//GL(V ).
The abelianization of the Hilbert scheme H is, by definition, the hypertoric variety
given by the symplectic reduction by a maximal torus S ⊂ GL(V ):
AH = T ∗M//S = µ−1S (0)
θ−ss/S,
for the same choice of the stability parameter (34). This hypertoric variety was first
considered in Section 6 of [35]. The torus S acts on V by



x1
x2
.
.



 ⊂ End(V ).
We denote by the same symbols x1, . . . , xn ∈ Pic(AH) the tautological line bundles
associated to the corresponding one-dimensional representations of S. These line
bundles generate K-theory of AH . We also denote by z1, . . . , zn the corresponding
coordinates on EPicT(AH), i.e. the dual Ka¨hler parameters.
Let LXij , LIi ∈ PicT(AH) be the tautological line bundles over AH associated
to matrix elements (70). In terms of the tautological line bundles they and their
duals have the following form
LXij =
xi
xj
t1, LIi = xi; LYij =
xi
xj
t2, LJi = x−1i ~ (71)
Such that
LXij ⊗ LYji = ~, LIi ⊗ LJi = ~.
The θ-semistable points in this case have the following description [35]:
Proposition 4. A point (X, Y, I, J) ∈ T ∗M is θ-semistable if and only if any sub-
space of V containing im(I) and stable under X and Y is not contained in any
coordinate hyperplane.
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6.1
An important difference between H and AH is that the set of A-fixed points for
the last one is not necessarily finite. Indeed, recall that the torus A acts on the
prequotient byXij → Xija, Ii → Ii. Let λ ∈HA be a fixed point. The corresponding
“compensating” map A→ GL(V ) is of the form:
a→ diag
(
ac1 , · · · , acn
)
. (72)
where we abbreviate ck = ck for the content of k-th box in λ defined by (46).
We conclude that the total torus action on Xij and Ii is given by the following
formula:
Xij → Xijaci−cj+1, Ii → Iiaci. (73)
Thus, the hypertoric subvariety
AHλ ⊂ AH (74)
defined by
AHλ = T
∗Mλ//S,
for
Mλ =
⊕
cj=ci+1
Xij ⊕
⊕
ci=0
Ii ⊂M (75)
is A-fixed. We see that
dimAHλ = 2dimMλ − 2n ≥ 0,
with dimAHλ = 0 if and only if λ is a hook Young diagram. One can see that (72)
is invariant with respect to subgroup
Sλ =
∏
i
Sdi(λ) ⊂ Sn (76)
and thus, the number of the fixed components in AHA which are isomorphic to
hypertoric variety AHλ equals:
n!∏
i di(λ)!
,
and the total number of connected components in AHA is
|AHA| =
∑
|λ|=n
n!∏
i di(λ)!
.
We will denote by the same symbols xi the restrictions of the tautological line bundles
to AHλ induced by inclusion (74).
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6.2
For a λ-tree t let C×
t
be a one-dimensional torus acting on Mλ by scaling the coor-
dinates
Xij →


Xijǫ
−hi+hj , if (ij) ∈ t
Xij, else.
(77)
where the height function hi is defined by (46). This action induces an action of C
×
t
on AHλ. We denote by the same symbol t ∈ AHC
×
t
λ a fixed point corresponding to
the compensating map
Rt : ǫ→ diag(ǫh1 , · · · , ǫhn). (78)
This map defines a decomposition (61) associated to the fixed point t:
Mλ =M
0
λ ⊕M1λ
with
M0λ = Ir ⊕
⊕
cj=ci+1,
(i,j)∈t
Xij , M
1
λ =
⊕
ci=0
i6=r
Ii ⊕
⊕
cj=ci+1,
(i,j)/∈t
Xij.
where r = (1, 1) ∈ λ is the root of t, the only box in the Young diagram with zero
height. A representative of a fixed point is a semi-stable vector
rt ∈ T ∗M0λ = Ir ⊕
⊕
cj=ci+1,
(i,j)∈t
Xij ⊕ Jr ⊕
⊕
cj=ci+1,
(i,j)∈t
Yji
with exactly n components which are not zero identically.
Proposition 5. The n non-trivial components of the representative vector rt are
given by: the component of Ir, the components Xh(e),t(e) for ch(e) = ct(e) − 1 and the
components Yh(e),t(e) for ch(e) = ct(e) + 1 where the symbols h(e) and t(e) denote the
head and tail boxes of the edges e of the λ-tree t in the canonical orientation.
Proof. The stable points in the abelianization are described by the Proposition 4.
First, the matrix element Ir must be non-zero such that im(I) 6= 0. Thus Jr = 0.
Second, if (i, j) ∈ t such that ci = cj − 1 then we have two possibilities
{Xij 6= 0, Yji = 0} or {Xij = 0, Yji 6= 0} (79)
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because the sums in (63) run over non-intersecting sets. The condition (79) obviously
defines an orientation on the edge:
Xij 6= 0⇔ (h(e) = i, t(e) = j) or Yji 6= 0⇔ (h(e) = j, t(e) = i).
The choice (79) is uniquely determined from the stability conditions. We conclude
that the stability condition endows a tree with certain orientation on its edges. To
determine this orientation we note that for the canonical orientation of the tree,
i.e. when each edge is oriented from the root, the only X, Y stable subspace in V
containing im(I) = r is
Span{XaY b(r)} = V
and thus by Proposition 4 the corresponding point is stable.
6.3
A fixed point t ∈ AHC×tλ may also be viewed as a fixed point t ∈ AHA×C
×
t . We are
interested in the elliptic stable envelope of t for both cases. Let C
′
be a chamber in
the real Lie algebra of the torus A× C×
t
spanned by the elements pairing positively
with cocharacter σ = (−1, ǫ) with 0 < ǫ ≪ 1. Let C′′ ⊂ C′ be the one-dimensional
face which is the chamber in the real Lie algebra of C×
t
. This chamber is spanned by
the elements pairing positively with ǫ > 0.
Proposition 6. Up to a shift of the Ka¨hler parameters by a powers of ~ the elliptic
stable envelopes of t take the form:
StabC′′ (t) = S
′
λWt , StabC′ (t) = SλWt (80)
with
S
′
λ =
∏
cj=ci+1
hi>hj
ϑ(xi/xjt1)
∏
cj=ci+1
hi<hj
ϑ(xj/xit2)
∏
ci=0
ϑ(xi) (81)
and
Sλ =
∏
ρj>ρi+1
ϑ(xi/xjt1)
∏
ρj<ρi+1
ϑ(xj/xit2)
∏
ρi≤0
ϑ(xi)
∏
ρi>0
ϑ(t1t2/xi) (82)
for ρi given by (47) and
Wt = (−1)κtφ(xr,
n∏
i=1
zi)
∏
e∈t
φ
(xh(e)ϕλt(e)
xt(e)ϕ
λ
h(e)
,
∏
i∈[h(e),t]
zi
)
(83)
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where κt is the number of vertical edges in the tree directed down plus number of
horizontal edges directed to the left in the canonical orientation.
Proof. To compute the elliptic stable envelopes we use Theorem 5. This theorem
describes the elliptic stable envelope of a fixed point in the hypertoric variety up to
the polarization-dependent shift τ ∗ of the Ka¨hler parameters.
From (75) we find that the one-dimensional subrepresentations ofMλ are spanned
by Xij with cj = ci + 1 and Ii with ci = 0 with the following characters:
Xij →


Xij, if (i, j) ∈ t
Xijǫ
hi−hj , else
, Ii → Iiǫhi .
Thus, the subspaces of M1λ with nontrivial ǫ-weights correspond to (i, j) /∈ t and for
(68) we obtain:
St =
∏
cj=ci+1
hi>hj
(i,j)/∈t
ϑ(LXij )
∏
cj=ci+1
hi<hj
(i,j)/∈t
ϑ(LYji)
∏
ci=0
hi>0
ϑ(LIi)
which together with (71) and ~ = t1t2 gives:
St =
∏
cj=ci+1
hi>hj
(i,j)/∈t
ϑ(xi/xjt1)
∏
cj=ci+1
hi<hj
(i,j)/∈t
ϑ(xj/xit2)
∏
ci=0
hi>0
ϑ(xi) =
(−1)κt
∏
cj=ci+1
hi>hj
ϑ(xi/xjt1)
∏
cj=ci+1
hi<hj
ϑ(xj/xit2)
∏
ci=0
ϑ(xi)
ϑ(xr)
∏
e∈t
ϑ(xh(e)ϕλt(e)/(xt(e)ϕ
λ
h(e)))
.
(84)
Note that to cancel the denominator with the corresponding factors in the numerator
we have to invert the argument in the theta functions for vertical edges in the tree
which are directed down and horizontal edges which are directed to the left in the
canonical orientation. Each of these factors contributes a sign ϑ(x−1) = −ϑ(x),
which in total gives (−1)κt. Note that the numerator of this formula gives (81).
The stable representative of the fixed point corresponding to the λ-tree is given
by Proposition 5. Thus, formula (69) in this case gives:
Wt(zi) =
ϑ(LIrmr)
ϑ(mr)
∏
r∈t
ch(e)=ct(e)−1
ϑ(LXh(e),t(e)me)
ϑ(me)
∏
r∈t
ch(e)=ct(e)+1
ϑ(LYh(e),t(e)me)
ϑ(me)
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which after substitution (71) can be conveniently written as
Wt(zi) =
ϑ(xrmr)
ϑ(mr)
∏
e∈t
ϑ
(xh(e)ϕλt(e)
xt(e)ϕ
λ
h(e)
me
)
ϑ(me)
. (85)
This, together with denominator in (84) gives (83). The dependence of monomials
me on Ka¨hler parameters is fixed by the quasiperiods of universal line bundle, which
in this case is:
Wt(z1, . . . , ziq, . . . , zn) =
ϕλi
xi
Wt(z1, . . . , zi, . . . , zn)
One checks that the choice
mr = z1 · · · zn, me =
∏
i∈[h(e),t]
zi
satisfies these conditions.
For Sλ we have and extra action of A by (73) such that in total we have:
Xij →


Xij, if (i, j) ∈ t
Xija
ci−cj+1ǫhi−hj , else
, Ii → Iiaciǫhi .
Thus, the value of the cocharacter σ on the character of Xij is cj−ci−1+ǫ(hi−hj) =
ρj − ρi − 1. Similarly, the value of σ on the character of Ii is −ρi. Thus, for (68) we
obtain:
St =
∏
(i,j)/∈t
ρj>ρi+1
ϑ(LXij )
∏
(i,j)/∈t
ρj<ρi+1
ϑ(LYji)
∏
ρi<0
ϑ(LIi)
∏
ρi>0
ϑ(LJi)
Which in tautological classes takes the form:
St =
∏
(i,j)/∈t
ρj>ρi+1
ϑ(xi/xjt1)
∏
(i,j)/∈t
ρj<ρi+1
ϑ(xj/xit2)
∏
ρi<0
ϑ(xi)
∏
ρi>0
ϑ(t1t2/xi) =
(−1)κt
∏
ρj>ρi+1
ϑ(xi/xjt1)
∏
ρj<ρi+1
ϑ(xj/xit2)
∏
ρi≤0
ϑ(xi)
∏
ρi>0
ϑ(t1t2/xi)
ϑ(xr)
∏
e∈t
ϑ(xh(e)ϕ
λ
t(e)/(xt(e)ϕ
λ
h(e)))
The computation of the Ka¨hler part Wt(zi) remains the same.
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7 Abelianization of stable envelope
The main reference for this section is Section 4.3 of [2], where the proof of the
existence of the elliptic stable envelopes for Nakajima varieties is given.
7.1
Let B ⊂ GL(V ) be a Borel subgroup with Lie algebra b. The Hilbert scheme and
its abelianization fit into the following diagram (See Section 4.3 in [2] for definitions.
In notations of [2] X = H , XS = AH, F = {λ} and FS = AHS):
Fl
+
//
pi

µ−1(b⊥)/S
−
//AH
H
where Fl = T ∗M//B is a flag fibration over H , such that the fiber of π is isomorphic
to a flag variety GL(V )/B.
If λ ∈HA is a fixed point, we also have a similar diagram for the A-fixed hyper-
toric subvariety AHλ:
Fl
′ 
′
+
//
pi
′

Mλ ∩ µ−1(b⊥)/S

′
−
//AHλ
{λ}
In this case Fl
′
is a A-fixed component of Fl which itself is a product of flag varieties:
Fl
′ ∼=
∏
i∈Z
GL(di(λ))/B(di(λ)) (86)
where di(λ) are defined by (57) and B(di(λ)) ⊂ GL(di(λ)) is the corresponding Borel
subgroup. Among all possible fixed components of Fl
′
we choose the one for which
the normal a-weights to Fl
′
in π−1(λ) are negative.
7.2
In Section 4.3.10 of [2], the following diagram
(87)
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U
′ 
′
−∗◦(
′∗
+ )
−1◦pi
′−1
∗
//
StabC

Θ(T 1/2AHλ)⊗U ′
Stab
′
C

Θ(T 1/2H)⊗U Θ(T 1/2AH)⊗Upi∗◦
∗
+◦(−∗)
−1
oo
of maps of line bundles is used to define the stable envelope StabC as a composition
7
StabC = π∗ ◦ ∗+ ◦ (−∗)−1 ◦ Stab
′
C ◦ 
′
−∗ ◦ (
′∗
+)
−1 ◦ π′−1∗ . (88)
The maps π∗, π
′
∗ and 
′∗
+ are not isomorphisms but only surjective.
By the map 
′
−∗ ◦ (′∗+)−1 ◦ π′−1∗ in (87) a choice of a formal inverse is understood,
i.e., a map r which satisfies
π
′
∗ ◦ 
′∗
+ ◦ (
′
−∗)
−1 ◦ r = id. (89)
The composition (88) is independent on this choice as discussed in Section 4.3.11 [2].
As shown in Section 4.3.12, [2] there exist a well defined map m such that
−∗ ◦m = Stab′C ◦ 
′
−∗
i.e. the map Stab
′
C◦′−∗ factors through −∗. This map is denoted by (−∗)−1◦Stab
′
C◦′−∗
in the diagram above.
With all these, the right side of (88) is defined.
7.3
Note that the stable maps in the right and left parts of (3) are defined for varieties
with non-isomorphic Picard groups. In particular they depend on different number
of Ka¨hler parameters. Let us comment on this seeming discrepancy here.
The Picard group of H is a subgroup of its abelianization with embedding given
by the inclusion of characters:
Pic(H) ∼= char(GL(V ))→ char(S) ∼= Pic(AH) (90)
which extends to an embedding BH,T →֒ BAH ,T. All maps in (3) are understood
after tensoring with the universal bundles and restricting to the image of this em-
bedding.
7More precisely, in Section 4.3, [2] the authors show that the right side of (88) is well defined and
satisfies all defining properties for stable envelopes. Thus, by uniqueness it coincides with the left
side, if it exists. The map Stab
′
C is the elliptic stable envelope for hypertoric varieties and thus it
is well defined and exists. This way, the existence of the elliptic stable envelopes for the Nakajima
varieties is proven.
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We note that Pic(H) ∼= Z with generator O(1). Explicitly (90) has the form:
O(1)→ x1x2 . . . xn.
This induced the following restriction map on Ka¨hler variables:
zi → z, i = 1 . . . n. (91)
7.4
Proposition 7. Let f(x1, · · · , xn) be a section of the line bundle Θ(T 1/2AH)⊗U
then
π∗ ◦ ∗+ ◦ (−∗)−1
(
f(x1, · · · , xn)
)
=
∑
σ∈Sn
f(xσ(1), · · · , xσ(n))∏
ρi<ρj
ϑ(xσ(i)/xσ(j))ϑ(xσ(i)/xσ(j)~)
(92)
Similarly, for a section of Θ(T 1/2AHλ)⊗U ′ we have
π
′
∗ ◦ 
′∗
+ ◦ (
′
−∗)
−1
(
f(x1, · · · , xn)
)
=
∑
σ∈Sλ
f(ϕλσ(1), · · · , ϕλσ(n))∏
hi>hj
ci=cj
ϑ(ϕλσ(i)/ϕ
λ
σ(j))ϑ(ϕ
λ
σ(i)/ϕ
λ
σ(j)~)
(93)
Proof. Let n = [b, b] and denote by N the corresponding tautological bundle on
AH associated to S action on n. The fiber of π is isomorphic to GL(V )/B and
therefore (for the tangent map dπ)
Ker(dπ) ∼= N ∨ =
∑
i<j
xi
xj
is the sum of line bundles corresponding to positive roots associated to b. By as-
sumption, the normal a-weights to Fl
′
in π−1(λ) are negative. This corresponds to
the following choice of the order
Ker(dπ) ∼= N ∨ =
∑
ρi<ρj
xi
xj
(94)
Such that upon restriction (27) all a-weights (24) appearing in this sum are non-
positive. Computation of normal bundles to − gives:
normal bundle to − = ~N
∨ = ~
∑
ρi<ρj
xi
xj
. (95)
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see 4.3.4 in [2]. Thus, the push-forward π∗ from flag variety (the elliptic version
of Weyl character formula) contributes as symmetrization over the Weyl group Sn
together with the Thom class of the normal bundle Θ(N ∨)−1 which is the first
factor in the denominator of (92). Similarly, the second factor in the denominator is
Θ(~N ∨)−1 which is the Thom class coming from the inversion of −∗.
For the second formula the consideration is exactly the same with N replaced
by its A fixed part. The torus A acts on N through the inclusion (72), from which
we see that:
A− fixed part of N =
∑
ρi>ρj
ci=cj
xi/xj
In localization, the push forward π
′
∗ is the sum over the fixed points on (86), i.e, the
sum over the Weyl group of
∏
iGL(di(λ)) which is Sλ. Finally, as λ is a point, all
line bundles xi evaluate to the corresponding T characters xi = ϕ
λ
i ∈ KT(λ) as in
(27).
8 Proof of Theorem 4
8.1
Let us consider the functions given explicitly by
Nλ(x1, . . . , xn) =
∏
cj=ci+1
hi>hj
(i,j)/∈Γλ
ϑ(xi/xjt1)
∏
cj=ci+1
hi<hj
(i,j)/∈Γλ
ϑ(xj/xit2)
∏
ci=0
hi>0
ϑ(xi), (96)
and
Dλ(x1, . . . , xn) =
∏
ci=cj
hi>hj
ϑ(xi/xj)
∏
ci=cj
hi>hj+2
ϑ(xi/xj~), (97)
where we assume that products run over boxes i, j ∈ λ. For a permutation σ ∈ Sλ
we also set
Nσλ (x1, . . . , xn) = Nλ(xσ(1), . . . , xσ(n)), D
σ
λ(x1, . . . , xn) = Dλ(xσ(1), . . . , xσ(n)).
Proposition 8. If Nσλ (ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n) 6= 0 then σ = 1.
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Proof. Let us denote by bir ∈ λ the boxes with content r ordered by the value of
height (46), such that hb1r > hb1r > · · · > hbmrr and mr is the number of boxes in λ
with content r, see Fig.4.
The proof is by induction on the value of ci for i ∈ λ. Assume that from
Nσλ (ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n) 6= 0 follows that σ acts trivially on all boxes i ∈ λ with content
ci < k < 0.
b40
b30
b20
b10
b4−1
b3−1
b2−1
b1−1
b3−2
b2−2
b1−2
b3−3
b2−3
b1−3
b2−4
b1−4
b2−5
b1−5
b1−6
b1−7
b31
b21
b11
b32
b22
b12
b33
b23
b13
b24
b14
b25
b15
b16
b17
b18
Figure 4:
Step 1: Assume that σ acts non-trivially on the boxes with content k andNσλ (ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n) 6=
0, then σ(b1k) = b
1
k or σ(b
1
k) = b
mk
k . Indeed, if σ(b
1
k) = (i, j) 6= b1k, bmkk then Nλ con-
tains the factor ϑ(xb1k/x(i−1,j)t2) and thus N
σ
λ contains the factor ϑ(x(i,j)/x(i−1,j)t2)
which vanishes at x = ϕ
λ

. Similarly, if σ(b1k) = b
1
k then σ(b
2
k) = b
2
k or σ(b
2
k) = b
mk
k
and so on. We conclude that if σ acts non-trivially on boxes with content k then
σ(bmkk ) 6= bmkk .
Step 2: We note that if σ(bmkk ) 6= bmkk , k < 0 and Nσλ (ϕλ1 , . . . , ϕλn) 6= 0 then
σ(b
mk+1
k+1 ) 6= bmk+1k+1 . Indeed, if σ(bmkk ) 6= bmkk then there exists a box b ∈ λ such
that σ(b) = bmkk . If k < 0 then Nλ contains a factor ϑ(xb/xbmk+1k+1
t1). If σ(b
mk+1
k+1 ) =
b
mk+1
k+1 then N
σ
λ contains a vanishing factor ϑ(xbmkk
/x
b
mk+1
k+1
t1) which contradicts the
assumption Nσλ (ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n) 6= 0. Similarly, if σ(bmk+1k+1 ) 6= bmk+1k+1 , k + 1 < 0 and
Nσλ (ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n) 6= 0 then σ(bmk+2k+2 ) 6= bmk+2k+2 and so on.
By induction on k we see that if σ(bmkk ) 6= bmkk and Nσλ (ϕλ1 , . . . , ϕλn) 6= 0 then
σ(bm00 ) 6= bm00 . This is, however, impossible. Indeed, if σ(bm00 ) 6= bm00 then there
exists a box b with cb = 0 and hb > 0 such that σ(b) = b
m0
0 and Nλ contains a
factor ϑ(xb). Therefore, N
σ
λ has a vanishing factor ϑ(xbm00 ) which contradicts the
assumption Nσλ (ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n) 6= 0.
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We conclude that σ(b) = b for all b ∈ λ with cb ≤ 0.
Step 3:
The final step is to note that if σ(b) = b for all b ∈ λ with cb = r ≥ 0 then
σ(b) = b for all b ∈ λ with cb = r + 1. Indeed, assume that ∀b ∈ λ with cb = r
we have σ(b) = b, then σ(b1r+1) = b
1
r+1. If it is not true then σ(b
1
r+1) = (i, j) ∈ λ
and Nλ contains a factor ϑ(xb1k+1/x(i−1,j)t2). Thus, N
σ
λ contains a vanishing factor
ϑ(x(i,j)/x(i−1,j)t2). The same argument shows that σ(b
2
r+1) = b
2
r+1 and so on. We
conclude σ(b) = b for all b with cb = r + 1. The proposition follows by induction on
r.
Both Nσλ and D
σ
λ are products of theta functions. They vanish if one or more of
the corresponding factors vanishes.
Proposition 9. If Dσλ has n-factors vanishing at xi = ϕ
λ
i then for σ 6= 0 the function
Nσλ has at least n + 1 vanishing factor.
Proof. First, we note that the only factors of Dσλ that can vanish at xi = ϕ
λ
i are of
the form ϑ(x(i+1,j+1)/x(i,j)~). Assume D
σ
λ has a vanishing factor ϑ(x(i+1,j+1)/x(i,j)~).
Then there are boxes a, b ∈ λ with ha > hb + 2 such that σ(a) = (i + 1, j + 1) and
σ(b) = (i, j).
Let us consider boxes c, d ∈ λ such that σ(c) = (i, j + 1) and σ(d) = (i + 1, j).
If ha > hc then Nλ contains a factor ϑ(xa/xct2) and thus N
σ
λ has a vanishing factor
ϑ(x(i+1,j+1)/xi,j+1t2). In the opposite situation ha < hc (which also implies hb < hc)
the function Nλ contains a factor ϑ(xc/xbt1) and thus N
σ
λ has a vanishing factor
ϑ(x(i,j+1)/x(i,j)t1).
We proved that if ϑ(xσ(a)/xσ(b)~) is a vanishing factor ofD
σ
λ then either ϑ(xσ(a)/xσ(c)t2)
or ϑ(xσ(c)/xσ(b)t1) is a vanishing factor of N
σ
λ . Exactly same argument shows that
ϑ(xσ(a)/xσ(d)t1) or ϑ(xσ(d)/xσ(b)t2) is also a vanishing factor of N
σ
λ .
We conclude that with for every vanishing factor of Dσλ one has two associated
vanishing factors of Nσλ . From the same consideration as above one checks that two
different vanishing factors of Dσλ can not have more then one common associated
vanishing factors of Nσλ . This implies that if D
σ
λ has n vanishing factors then D
σ
λ has
minimum n + 1 vanishing factor.
Next, let us consider a function
SσΓλ(x1, . . . , xn) =
Nσλ (x1, . . . , xn)
Dσλ(x1, . . . , xn)
. (98)
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Proposition 10. The functions SσΓλ is non-singular at ϕ
λ
i with values
SσΓλ(ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n) =
{
1 σ = 1
0 σ 6= 1
Proof. For σ 6= 1 this is follows immediately from Propositions 8 and 9. For σ = 1,
it is easy to see that both the numerator and denominator are nonzero and
Nλ(ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n) = Dλ(ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n).
To prove it, we consider a tangent space at a point t corresponding to a λ-tree:
TtAHλ = T> ⊕ T0 ⊕ T<
where T> denotes the subspace with positive ~ characters, i.e., characters of the form
~k with k > 0. Similarly T< and T0 denote negative and zero characters. As ~
−1 is
the weight of the symplectic form, the space T> is symplectic dual to T0 ⊕ T< such
that
T> = ~⊗ (T∨0 ⊕ T∨<)
and thus dimT> = dimT0 + dimT< = dimAHλ/2.
The elliptic stable envelope of t given explicitly by (80). By the property of (⋆, ⋆),
defining the elliptic stable envelope, at xi = ϕ
λ
i it is equal to Θ(N−) where N− is a half
of the tangent space corresponding to repelling directions for the chamber C
′′
. From
explicit formula (80) we see that the elliptic stable envelope is a multiple of Nλ. Note,
that all ~ characters in the numerator of Nλ at xi = ϕ
λ
i are all negative (and the rest
of the factors in the stable envelope are zero). Therefore, Nλ(ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n) = Θ(T<).
The analog of (94) and (8.1) for AHλ gives:
Ker(dπ
′
) ∼= N ∨A , normal bundle to 
′
− = ~N
∨
A
.
where N ∨
A
is A-fixed part of N ∨ or:
N
∨
A
=
∑
ci=cj
hi>hj
xi
xj
therefore the virtual tangent space has the corresponding summands:
TtAHλ = N
∨
A
⊕N ∨
A
⊗ ~⊕ ...
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We compute that the ~ weights of these summands are non-positive, with negative
weights corresponding to ∑
ci=cj
hi>hj
xi
xj
+ ~
∑
ci=cj
hi>hj+2
xi
xj
as in the denominator of Dλ(x1, . . . , xn). Finally, counting the number of summands
in this expression we find that it is equal to the dimension of T< and therefore it is
equal to T<. We conclude that Dλ(ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n) = Θ(T<).
Next, we consider the following function
Fλ(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
δ∈Υλ
Stδ(x1, . . . , xn)Wtδ(zi) (99)
with where for a λ-tree tσ the function Wtσ(zi) given by (83) and
Stδ(x1, . . . , xn) =
∏
cj=ci+1
hi>hj
(i,j)/∈tδ
ϑ(xi/xjt1)
∏
cj=ci+1
hi<hj
(i,j)/∈tδ
ϑ(xj/xit2)
∏
ci=0
hi>0
i6=r
ϑ(xi)
∏
ci=cj
hi>hj
ϑ(xi/xj)ϑ(xi/xj~)
For σ ∈ Sλ we also denote F σλ (x1, . . . , xn) = Fλ(xσ(1), . . . , xσ(n)).
Proposition 11. The functions F σλ (x1, . . . , xn) are regular at the point xi = ϕ
λ
i and
take the following values:
F σλ (ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n) =
{
1 σ = 1
0 σ 6= 1
Proof. First we note that F σλ (ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n) is a function of parameters ~ and zi only
i.e. it does not depend on the equivariant parameter a. Thus we denote
Qσ(~, zi) = F
σ
λ (ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n).
We also note that all the poles of Qσ(~, zi) in ~ are at the points ~ = q
i. A long but
straightforward calculation shows that this function has the following quasi-periods
in ~
Qσ(~q, zi) = z
λ
σ Q
σ(~, zi)
where
zλσ =
∏
i,j∈λ:
ρi<ρj,
ρσ(i)>ρσ(j)
zj
zi
.
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Thus, the function
Qσ(~, zi)
ϑ(~zλσ)
ϑ(~)
(100)
is double-periodic elliptic function of ~. It may only have poles at ~ = qi. Let us
show that this function is actually regular at this points and thus poles free. Enough
to show it for ~ = 1. First, from (85) we for σ = 1 we have
Wtδ(ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n) = 1. (101)
For general σ in the limit ~→ 1 we have
Wtδ(ϕ
λ
σ(1), . . . , ϕ
λ
σ(n)) = 1 + o(ε), (102)
where ε = ~− 1 is a small parameter. Second, we write:
Stδ(x1, . . . , xn) = SΓλ(x1, . . . , xn)S˜tδ(x1, . . . , xn)
where the first factor is independent on a λ-tree (only depends on λ) and is given by
(98). For δ = (δ1, . . . , δm) ∈ Υλ (in the notations of Section 4.6) the second factor
takes the form:
S˜tδ(x1, . . . , xn) =
m∏
r=1
( ∏
cδr,2=cδr,1−1
ϑ(xδr,2/xδr,1t1)
∏
cδr,2=cδr,1+1
ϑ(xδr,2/xδr,1t2)
)
∏
ci=cj
hi=hj+2
ϑ(xi/xj~)
Recall that the set Υ is a set of 2m elements, where m is the number of L-shaped
subgraphs in λ. Combining δi from the same L-shaped subgraphs we can write the
sum over trees as the product:
∑
σ∈Υλ
S˜tσ(x1, . . . , xn) =
∏
{δ1,δ2} is L−shaped
(
ϑ(xδ1,2/xδ1,1t2) + ϑ(xδ2,2/xδ2,1t1)
ϑ(xδ2,2/xδ1,1~)
)
(103)
Let us show that each multiple of this product is regular at xi = ϕ
λ
σ(i) for all σ. By
assumption {δ1, δ2} is a L-shaped subgraph and thus the corresponding vertices have
the following coordinates (55):
δ1,1 = (a, b), δ1,2 = δ2,1 = (a+ 1, b), δ2,2 = (a + 1, b+ 1).
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If σ = 1 then both denominator and numerator are vanishing and we need to evaluate
the corresponding limit:
lim
xi→ϕλi
ϑ(xδ1,2/xδ1,1t2) + ϑ(xδ2,2/xδ2,1t1)
ϑ(xδ2,2/xδ1,1~)
= 1
Thus, for σ = 1 we have:
( ∑
δ∈Υλ
S˜tδ(x1, . . . , xn)
)∣∣∣∣∣
xi=ϕλi
= 1. (104)
For σ 6= 1 we have
ϕλσ(δ2,2) = ϕ
λ
σ(δ1,1)
~p, ϕλσ(δ2,1) = ϕ
λ
σ(δ1,2)
= ϕλσ(δ1,1)~
qt−12 ,
for some integers p, q, thus
ϑ(ϕλσ(δ1,2)/ϕ
λ
σ(δ1,1)
t2) + ϑ(ϕ
λ
σ(δ2,2)
/ϕλσ(δ2,1)t1)
ϑ(ϕλσ(δ2,2)/ϕ
λ
σ(δ1,1)
~)
=
ϑ(~q) + ϑ(~p−q+1)
ϑ(~p+1)
∼= q
p + 1
+
p− q + 1
p+ 1
+ o(ε) = 1 + o(ε).
We conclude that
( ∑
δ∈Υλ
S˜tδ(xσ(1), . . . , xσ(n))
)∣∣∣∣∣
xi=ϕλi
= 1 + o(ε). (105)
For σ = 1 the equalities (101), (104) together with Proposition 10 give
Qσ=1(~, zi) = Fλ(ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n) = 1.
For σ 6= 1 the equations (102), (105) together with Proposition 10 imply that the
function (100) does not have poles in ~. As a pole-free double periodic function it
does not depend on ~:
Qσ(~, zi)
ϑ(~zλσ)
ϑ(~)
= C(zi).
To compute C(zi) enough to substitute ~ = 1/z
λ
σ (note that z
λ
σ 6= 1 if σ 6= 1) which
gives C(zi) = 0. Thus Q
σ(~, zi) = 0.
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8.2
We would like to rewrite this result in the following form. Let tδ be a set of 2
m
λ-trees with δ ∈ Υλ as in Section 4.6. As above we denote by the same symbol
tδ ∈ AHGλ the corresponding fixed point. In the notations of Proposition 6 we have:
Theorem 6. The map
U
′ −→ Θ(T 1/2AHλ)⊗U ′
defined explicitly by
r =
∑
δ∈Υλ
StabC′′ (tδ)
is a formal inverse in the sense of (89), i.e.:
π
′
∗ ◦ 
′∗
+ ◦ (
′
−∗)
−1 ◦ r = 1 (106)
Proof. The elliptic stable envelopes of the fixed points StabC′′ (tδ) are given as explicit
functions of xi by Proposition 6. The map π
′
∗ ◦ ′∗+ ◦ (′−∗)−1 is described explicitly
by Proposition 7. Therefore, the statement of the proposition is equivalent to the
identity ∑
σ∈Sλ
F σλ (ϕ
λ
1 , . . . , ϕ
λ
n) = 1.
which is immediate from the Proposition 11.
8.3
Proof of the Theorem 4:
First, by (88) and (106) we have:
StabC = π∗ ◦ ∗+ ◦ (−∗)−1 ◦ Stab
′
C ◦ r (107)
By (92) the last three maps π∗ ◦ ∗+ ◦ (−∗)−1 give exactly the denominator in (48)
and symmetrization of (58).
Seconds, let C, C
′
and C
′′
are the chambers defined in Section 6.3. By Theorem 6
we have
Stab
′
C ◦ r = Stab
′
C
( ∑
δ∈Υλ
StabC′′ (tδ)
)
=
∑
δ∈Υλ
StabC′ (tδ),
where the last step is by triangle Lemma 1 below. The exact expression for StabC′ (tδ)
is given by Proposition 6 and (82) gives the numerator in (48).
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The Proposition 6 provides explicit formulas for elliptic stable envelopes up to
some unknown factors of ~, arising from the shifts of Ka¨hler parameters
τ ∗ : zi → zi~mi
and depending on a choice of polarization. In particular, the Ka¨hler part of the
elliptic envelope takes the form:
Wt(zi) = (−1)κtφ(xr, ~vr
|λ|∏
i=1
zi)
∏
e∈t
φ
(xh(e)ϕλt(e)
xt(e)ϕ
λ
h(e)
, ~ve
∏
i∈[h(e),t]
zi
)
.
where vr and ve are some integers which are to be defined. Recall that all maps in
(107) are understood after restriction (91) which gives:∏
i∈[h(e),t]
zi →
∏
i∈[h(e),t]
z = zwe.
and thus
Wt(z) = (−1)κtφ(xr, ~vrzn)
∏
e∈t
φ
(xh(e)ϕλt(e)
xt(e)ϕλh(e)
, ~vezwe
)
. (108)
To finish the proof we need to compute ve. The uniqueness of the elliptic stable
envelopes implies that these powers are fixed uniquely by the quasiperiods of of the
corresponding sections. Using explicit expression (48) we compute:
SEllλ (xkq) = −
~β(k)√
qxk
SEll(xk) (109)
with ~-factor given by:
~β(k) = ~δck>0
( ∏
ci=ck−1
hi<hk
~−1
)( ∏
ci=ck+1
hi>hk
~
)( ∏
ci=ck
hi>hk
~−1
)( ∏
ci=ck
hi<hk
~
)
, (110)
where all products run over boxes i ∈ λ with specified conditions and
~δck>0 =
{
~, ck > 0
1, else.
The second and the fourth product in (110) means that boxes below k in the Russian
Young diagram λ and boxes with ci = ck+1 above the box k contribute +1 to β(k).
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These boxes are represented in red color in Fig. 5. Similarly, the first and the third
product say that the boxes above k and the boxes with ci = ck − 1 below k in the
Russian diagram contribute −1 to β(k). These boxes represented in green color in
Fig. 5.
One can easily see that this quantity does not change if one chooses different box
k with the same ck. Thus, β(k) depends only on behavior of the profile of λ at the
point ck. Computing the value of β(k) for all possible profiles of λ we find that it is
given by (53).
Next, let e be the edge in a λ-tree with h(e) = k from (108) we obtain:
Wt(xkq) =
∏
e′∈t:
t(e′)=k
zwe′ ~ve′
zwe~ve
Wt(xk) =
1
z
~
∑
e′∈t:
t(e′)=k
ve′−ve
Wt(xk) (111)
where the last equality follows from (49). Finally, the product of factors (109) and
(111) must transform as (42). We conclude that ve must satisfy:
ve = β(k) +
∑
e′∈t:
t(e′)=k
ve′,
which gives (52). The theorem is proven. 
8.4
For the tori specified in Section 6.3 we have the following triangle of embeddings:
AH
C×
t
×A //
%%▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
AH
AH
A
;;
✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
Let C, C
′
and C
′′
be the chambers specified in Section 6.3, then for each arrow in
this diagram we can associate the corresponding stable envelope map. The stable
envelopes StabC and StabC′ are, by definition, the maps of BT,AH-modules. We can
also view StabC′′ by composing it with (1 × i∗)∗ where i : AHA → AH is the cor-
responding canonical map. In fact, above we always work modulo this identification
- in Section 6.1 we defined the tautological bundles xi and corresponding Ka¨hler
parameters zi on AH
A as corresponding restrictions from AH and used the same
symbols for them. This is exactly the identification by (1× i∗)∗. We thus have three
maps of BT,AH -modules which are related by so called triangle lemma (see Section
3.6 in [2]):
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Lemma 1.
StabC′ = StabC ◦ τ ∗StabC′′
where τ ∗ stands for a shift of Ka¨hler parameters induced by the polarization.
Figure 5: Example of the of the function βλ(): the boxes denoted in red contribute
+1 and denoted by green contribute −1 to βλ().
9 Stable envelope in K-theory
9.1
In the limit q → 0 the section (10) (normalized by product of inverse square roots of
xi) converges to K-theoretic Euler class eK(V) of the tautological bundle V:
lim
q→0
( r∏
ı=1
ϑ(xi)/
√
xi
)
=
r∏
i=1
(1− x−1i ) = eK(V),
see Sections 7.1-7.2 of [5] for discussion of relations between elliptic, K-theoretic and
cohomological versions Euler class.
In this section we use this limit to obtain the explicit formulas for stable envelops
in the equivariant K-theory of H . Recall that in the K-theory the stable envelope
is a locally constant functions of a slope parameter [26, 28, 25]:
s ∈ Pic(X)⊗Z R = H2(X,R).
The “locally constant” means that the stable envelope, as a function of slope s
changes only when s crosses certain hyperplanes in H2(X,R). These hyperplanes
are called “walls”. The walls form a Pic(X)-periodic hyperplane arrangement in
H2(X,R).
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In this section we reproduce all these data for X = H from a limit of elliptic
formulas. In this case, a slope is just a real number:
s ∈ Pic(H)⊗Z R = R, (112)
and Pic(H) = Z ⊂ R is identified with the integral points. The main result of
this section is the explicit formula for K-theoretic stable envelope (118). From this
formula we find the walls in (112). They are described by Theorem 9.
Let us note that the normalizations for K-theoretic stable envelopes used by
different authors may differ from each other by a factor. In this section the K-
theoretic envelopes are normalized as in [26, 28]. The stable envelopes defined in [25]
differ by a line bundle factor.
9.2
The K-theoretic stable envelope can be obtained from the elliptic stable envelope by
a procedure described by the following theorem:
Theorem 7 (Section 3.8 in [2]). Let z = q−s for s ∈ R = Pic(H) ⊗Z R, then, in
the limit q = 0 the elliptic stable envelope StabC twisted by the determinant of the
polarization converges to the K-theoretic stable envelope Stab
(s)
C with a slope s:
lim
q→0
(
det(T 1/2H)−1/2 ◦ StabC|z=q−s ◦ det(T 1/2HA)1/2
)
= Stab
(s)
C . (113)
The appearance of locally constant functions of slope s in this limit is clear from
the following proposition:
Proposition 12.
lim
q→0
ϑ(x) = x1/2 − x−1/2, (114)
if s ∈ R \ Z then
lim
q→0
ϑ(xz)
ϑ(z)
∣∣∣∣
z=qs
= lim
q→0
ϑ(xqs)
ϑ(qs)
= x⌊s⌋+1/2, (115)
where ⌊s⌋ denotes the integral part of s.
Proof. The proof is by elementary computation using infinite product representation
of the theta function (6).
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Let us denote the limit of theta function (114)
aˆ(x) = x1/2 − x−1/2.
The function (48) does not depend on Ka¨hler parameter z. Thus, in the limit (113)
it takes the following explicit form:
SKthλ (x1, . . . , xn) =∏
ρj>ρi+1
aˆ(xix
−1
j t1)
∏
ρj<ρi+1
aˆ(xjx
−1
i t2)
∏
ρi≤0
aˆ(xi)
∏
ρi>0
aˆ(t1t2x
−1
i )∏
ρi<ρj
aˆ(xix
−1
j ) aˆ(xix
−1
j t1t2)
.
(116)
Similarly, using (115) it is elementary to compute the limit of the Ka¨hler part (54).
In the limit (113) takes the form:
WKth(t; x1, . . . , xn, s) =
(−1)κt x
⌊ns⌋+1/2
r
aˆ(xr)
∏
e∈t
aˆ
(xh(e)ϕλt(e)
xt(e)ϕ
λ
h(e)
)−1(xh(e)ϕλt(e)
xt(e)ϕ
λ
h(e)
)⌊wes⌋+1/2 (117)
This is explicitly a locally constant function of the slope s. The shifts of the slope
parameter by integral values, corresponding to the shifts by line bundles are especially
simple to describe. Computing the limit (113) of identity (3) we obtain:
Proposition 13. If t is a λ-tree then the K-theoretic weight functions satisfy:
WKth(t; x1, . . . , xn, s+ 1) =
(∏
i∈λ
ϕλi
xi
)
WKth(t; x1, . . . , xn, s)
9.3
As HA is a finite set of points the polarization is trivial
det(T 1/2HA)1/2 = 1.
The polarization for H is given by (35) and thus
det(T 1/2H)1/2 = t
n2/2
1 x
1/2
1 · · ·x1/2n .
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9.4
The Theorem 7 for the case X = H gives the following result.
Theorem 8. The K-theoretic stable envelope with a slope s of a fixed point λ ∈HT
has the following form:
Stab
(s)
C (λ) = Sym
(SKthλ (x1, . . . , xn)
t
n2/2
1 x
1/2
1 · · ·x1/2n
∑
δ∈Υλ
WKth(tδ; x1, . . . , xn; s)
)
(118)
where the symbol Sym stands for symmetrization over all variables x1, . . . , xn.
Let us note that despite (118) seemingly contains square roots, the Theorem 8
implies that it is, in fact, a rational function in all parameters and ~1/2. By definition,
the walls in (112) is the set of points such that the stable envelope changes when
slope s crosses one of them.
Theorem 9. For H the set of walls has the form:
Walls(H) =
{a
b
∈ Q : |b| ≤ n
}
.
Proof. The K-theoretic stable envelope (118) depends on s through the functions
(117). It is easy to see that these functions change value at rational points of the
form k/n and k/we for integral k. The theorem follows from (50).
Note that this set is explicitly Pic(H)-periodic, which means it is invariant with
respect to shifts by integer numbers.
9.5
The K-theoretic matrix of restrictions is defined by:
T
(s)
λµ = i
∗
µStab
(s)
C (λ)
where the restriction to a fixed point i∗µ is the operator of substitution (27). By the
general theory of stable envelopes in K-theory this matrix is triangular with respect
to dominance ordering on partitions. The diagonal of this matrix does not depend
on slope and is equal to:
T
(s)
λλ =
( detN−λ
det T 1/2H
)1/2
⊗ Λ•N−λ ∈ KT(pt)
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where N−λ is a half of the tangent space TλH spanned by negative a-characters such
that
Λ•N−λ =
∑
k
(−1)kΛkN−λ =
∏
∈λ
(1− tlλ()1 t−aλ()−12 ).
From Proposition 13 we see that matrices of restrictions for slopes which differ by
an integer number are conjugated by the corresponding line bundles:
T (s+1) = MatO(1)T
(s)Mat−1
O(1)
where MatO(1) is given by (45). It is, however, unknown how this matrices change
under the non-integral shifts of the slope. For instance, let s1 < s2 be two slopes
separated by a single wall w from Theorem 9. The corresponding wall-crossing
operator, also known as wall R-matrix:
Rw = (T
(s1))−1T (s2)
is an object of great importance and interest in representation theory and enumer-
ative geometry. These wall R-matrices were considered in [10], where several in-
teresting conjectures about them were formulated. We also expect that the wall
R-matrices should describe the monodromies of quantum differential equation for H
obtained in [27]. We hope the explicit results obtained in this paper can help with a
progress in these areas.
10 Stable envelope in cohomology: Shenfeld’s for-
mula
The formulas for the stable envelope in the equivariant cohomology of Hilbert scheme
H were obtained by D. Shenfeld in his PhD thesis [35], see also [36] for generalization
to moduli spaces of instantons. The Shenfeld’s formula, however, differs from the
our: it does not involve the summation over the λ-trees. In this section we show that
in cohomology the sum over trees can be computed explicitly. This substantially
simplifies the formula for the stable envelope. As a result we obtain exactly the
expression obtained in [35]. Thus, we give a new derivation of Shelfeld’s formula.
10.1
The formula for the stable envelope in the equivariant cohomology can be obtained
from its K-theoretic version through a standard procedure: we substitute all factors
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in (118) by their additive versions. In particular, in this section we use the additive
version of the box character (26):
ϕλ

= (1− j)t1 + (1− i)t2.
To obtain the additive version of stable envelope we need to replace factors in
(116) and (117) involving function aˆ by the rule:
aˆ(xn/ym)→ nx−my.
and the rest of the monomial factors become trivial, i.e., in (117) we substitute:
(xh(e)ϕλt(e)
xt(e)ϕ
λ
h(e)
)⌊wes⌋+1/2 → 1, x⌊ns⌋+1/2r → 1
The additive version of (116) takes the form:
SCohλ (x1, . . . , xn) =∏
ρj>ρi+1
(xi − xj + t1)
∏
ρj<ρi+1
(xj − xi + t2)
∏
ρi≤0
xi
∏
ρi>0
(t1 + t2 − xi)∏
ρi<ρj
(xi − xj)(xi − xj + t1 + t2) .
(119)
From (117) we obtain that the cohomological weight of a λ-tree equals:
WCoh(t; x1, . . . , xn) = (−1)κt 1
xr
∏
e∈t
1
xh(e) − xt(e) + ϕλt(e) − ϕλh(e)
(120)
10.2
As a result we arrive to the following explicit expression for the stable envelope in
cohomology:
Theorem 10. In the equivariant cohomology the stable envelope of a fixed point
λ ∈HT has the following form:
StabC(λ) = Sym
(
SCohλ (x1, . . . , xn)
∑
δ∈Υλ
WCoh(tδ; x1, . . . , xn)
)
(121)
Note that in cohomology, in contrast with K-theory, the stable envelopes do not
depend on the slope parameter s .
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10.3
Let us show that the cohomological formula (121) admits a beautiful simplification.
First, in this case the sum over trees can be computed explicitly.
Proposition 14. In cohomology, the sum over trees factorizes:
∑
δ∈Υλ
WCoh(tδ; x1, . . . , xn) = x
−1
r
∏
(i,j)∈λ:
(i+1,j+1)∈λ
(x(i+1,j+1) − x(i,j) + t1 + t2)
∏
e∈Γλ
(xh(e) − xt(e) − ϕλh(e) + ϕλt(e))
(122)
where we assume that all edges of the skeleton Γλ oriented from the left to right and
from the bottom to the top in the French presentation of Young diagram λ.
Proof. First, we note that every tree tδ in the sum above contains all edges in
Γλ \ {edges in all L− shaped subgraphs}
Thus all WCoh(tδ), and therefore the sum (122), contain a common multiple corre-
sponding to a product over these edges.
Second, let us consider the edges appearing in L- shaped subgraphs. Recall that
|Υλ| = 2m where m is a number of L- shaped subgraphs in Γλ. Let γ = (δ1, δ2) be a
L- shaped subgraph such that
δ1,1 = (i, j), δ2,1 = δ1,2 = (i+ 1, j), δ2,2 = (i+ 1, j + 1).
The sum over Υλ splits to two parts: the threes containing δ1 and trees containing δ2.
These two sums obviously differ in a factors corresponding to δ1 and δ2 respectively
thus: ∑
δ∈Υλ
WCoh(tδ) =( ∑
δ∈Υ
(m−1)
λ
WCoh(tδ)
)( 1
(x(i+1,j) − x(i,j) + t2) +
1
(x(i+1,j+1) − x(i+1,j) + t1)
)
Here, the first factor, the sum over Υ
(m−1)
λ , symbolizes the sum over 2
m−1 subtrees of
λ which do not contain δ1 and δ2 (they are not λ-trees). The first term and the second
term of the second factor are the contributions of δ1 and δ2 to (120) respectively. We
note that sum of these factors is equal to:
x(i+1,j+1) − x(i,j) + t1 + t2
(x(i+1,j+1) − x(i+1,j) + t1)(x(i+1,j) − x(i,j) + t2)
This means that the sum over trees contains this factor for every L- shaped subgraph.
Next, the sum over Υ
(m−1)
λ factorize exactly same way and the proposition follows
by induction on m.
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10.4
Let us write the function (119) in the following form:
SCohλ (x1, . . . , xn) = Sλ(x1, · · · , xn)S
′
λ(x1, · · · , xn)
where the first factor represents the Sλ-invariant part of S
Coh
λ (x1, . . . , xn):
Sλ(x1, · · · , xn) =∏
cj>ci+1
(xi − xj + t1)
∏
cj<ci+1
(xj − xi + t2)
∏
ci<0
xi
∏
ci>0
(t1 + t2 − xi)∏
ci<cj
(xi − xj)(xi − xj + t1 + t2) .
(123)
We recall that Sλ acts by permuting the Chern roots roots xi with the same con-
tent c(i). Thus, the Sλ-invariance of this expression is obvious: the boxes with the
same content appear in (123) in a symmetric way. The second factor equals:
S
′
λ(x1, · · · , xn) =
∏
cj=ci+1,
hi>hj
(xi − xj + t1)
∏
cj=ci+1,
hi<hj
(xj − xi + t2)
∏
ci=0
hi≥0
xi
∏
ci=cj
hi>hj
(xi − xj)(xi − xj + t1 + t2) .
Let us consider the contribution of this non Sλ-symmetric function and trees to the
stable envelope. In other words, we consider the function the function:
SΓλ(x1, . . . , xn) = S
′
λ(x1, · · · , xn)
∑
δ∈Υλ
WCoh(tδ; x1, . . . , xn)
By Proposition 14 we have:
SΓλ(x1, . . . , xn) =
∏
cj=ci+1,
hi>hj ,
(i,j)/∈Γλ
(xi − xj + t1)
∏
cj=ci+1,
hi<hj
(i,j)/∈Γλ
(xj − xi + t2)
∏
ci=0
hi>0
xi
∏
ci=cj
hi>hj
(xi − xj)
∏
ci=cj
hi>hj+2
(xi − xj + t1 + t2) .
Proposition 15. ∑
σ∈Sλ
SΓλ(xσ(1), . . . , xσ(n)) = 1. (124)
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Proof. The proof essentially repeats the proof of Propositions 8, 9 and 10. Indeed,
we note that the numerator and denominator of SΓλ(x1, . . . , xn) are the rational
versions of (96) and (97). Arguing exactly as in the proofs of Propositions 8 and 9
we find that the sum in the left side of (124) is a rational function of total degree zero
which does not have poles. Thus, this sum is a constant. Evaluating this function
at xi = ϕ
λ
i as in Proposition 10 gives that the constant is equal to 1.
10.5
Let us denote
zλ = |Sλ| =
∏
i
di(λ)!.
Let us recall that the function (123) is invariant with respect to the action of a
subgroup Sλ ⊂ Sn. This and Proposition 15 together give:
Theorem 11. The cohomological stable envelope of a fixed point λ ∈HA equals
StabC(λ) =
1
zλ
Sym(Sλ(x1, · · · , xn)) (125)
In this form the expression for the cohomological stable envelope appears in
Shenfeld’s thesis [35]. In fact, the same result can also be proved for K-theoretic
stable envelope with integral slopes.
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